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PREFACE

This report briefly describes the activities and accomplishments

of the JPL Electric and Hybrid System Research and Development Project

from its inception in 1977 to it_ conclusion in 19B4. The major find-

ings and lessons learned are viewed from an historical perspective
dealing with broad issues which cut across the various technical

disclp_ines. Many specific near-term and long-term recommendations are

offered in the hope that programmatic insight and future plannin_ can

benefit from their discussion.
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RXECIJTIVE 5UMJuI_,Ry

A. PRelECT SCOPg NND RESPONS[BILI'P[ES

Th_ JP[ Electric and Hybr;4 Vehicle System Research and Develop-

mant Pro_ect was estahllshed in the spring of i977. Originally admin-

istored by the Energy Research and Develc@ment Administration [ERDA]

and later by the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Division of the U.S.

Department of Energy [DOE], the overall Program ohJectlve was to

decrease this nation's dependence on foreign petroleum sources by

developing the technologies and incentives necessary to bring electric

and hybrid vehicles successfully into the marketplace. The _RDA/DOE
_rogram structure was divided into two major elements: (1) technology

research and system development and (2) field demonstration and market

development. The 3st Propulsion Laboratory [JPL] has been one of

several field centers supporting the former Program element. In that

capacity, the specific historical areas of responsibility have been_

(i) Vehicle system developments

(2_ System integration and test

(3) Supporting subsystem development

(4) System assessments

(5) Simulation tool development

i. Vehicle System Development

In order to investigate the performance potential and economic

viability 9f an advanced electric vehicle that could be put into pro-

duction in the 1980s, JPL became technical manager for two contracts to

design and build integrated test vehicles. Although no major techno-

logical breakthroughs were sought, the "ground-up" approach allowed the

use of system engineering principles never before applied to electric

vehicle developments. The two contracts complimented each other in

that one used a sophisticated control with conventional drive approach

(General Electric/Chrysler, ETV-I) and the other (Garrett AiResearch,

ETV-2) incorporated a more complex electromechanical flywheel for
increased performance and potentially longer battery life. The ETv-I,

delivered to JPL in the fall of i980, has since become the standard

against which all other electric vehicle developments or concepts are

measured.

Due to the range limitation exhibited by electric vehicles, they

will not be directly cnmpetitlve with general-purpose conventional
vehicles. To exploit that market, where the majority of foreign petro-

leum |_ presently consumed, the hyhrld vehicle concept was investigated

with a thir_ integrated test vehJc|e contract. The Genera] Electric

hybrid test vehicle delivered to JPL in 1983 uses two power sources (an

]
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_l_tri._ m_trn and ;t heat _nqine) in a par_|l_l _rlnfi_r_ttnn promi_ing

"' slqnifle;snt p_trnle._lm s_vlnq_ river ct._v_ntlc_nal lntt_rnal _'r_mh_stton
,_r,,llne vehlel_;._ in r,,pr,_nt,_t Ivr* ,_nmlal u'_e l_,_t:l-lnff,

2, Sy_ta,m Int_grati_n and Teut

Many now teehnnlnqleq and ,|Isc[plines ,iraw nut nf the space

prnqram as several paln_ul lessnns were !earned enrnut, tn ,le_telnpln,l

q_i,'cess_ul spac,_t:r,lft, q'ho ,_oncept _f svstem-lnteqrate,l testinq is a

prime example. The Jet Propulsi¢_n Lab(,rat,}ry Ind others ft_un,lchit

early _n fhat the practice ,_f brinqinq tnqeth,_r even carefully de_|qued

subsystems for final assembly and check-out always resulted in the

discovery of unanticLpated and nften very challenging new problems due

to "system interactions". The development of sophisticated electric

and hybrid vehicles poses many of the same generic problems and can,

therefore, benefit substantlaliv from an integrated approach to system

analysis, design and testing.

System testing at 3PL has taken twn forms:

(i) The investigation and evaluation of a particular

component or subsystem (e.g., developmental batteries)

in the system environment.

(2) The test and evaluation of the integrated vehicle

system

Because o_ the variable nature of the natural outdoor environment,

and the requirement for consistent enginearlng-quality data, vehicle

system testing was performed on a chassis dynamometer. However,

precision coastdown testing was performed on an outdoor track under

controlled conditions in order to properly establish and set-up the

dynamometer loss mechanisms. Results from these tests were fed-back to

the industry and DOE, providing a credible evaluation of technology

strengths and weaknesses, as a part of an integrated development
process.

3. Supporting Subsystem Development

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory identified several subsystem

elements (other than the propulsion components addressed by other field

centers) requiring development for technology-transfer. These included:

(I) Vehicle mass reduction

(2) R_ad-load reduction

(_) _nvir_nmenta[ centre] (passenger area)

(4) Batter_ charger and state-_f-charge Indlcati_n

(5) Battery pac_kaqlnq impact on vehicle dwnamlcs
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Allt:r_mf_t lv,_ pl_iftlilll,lll_'l_ lri ,lir_(_l 17 r_l,-lt:_d tr_ the nlaft:t (-if t-h_

vt_|iic.|l_. All.tit,ugh _ti_litSl_lll'l' :l_l_J(;i:lt--d with llll|lr(iVi#<| r_'('_l(_r_t It:in

lll-_r f<ll lll_l_(_i_ e llhlfl.'l ll_,tll(!t I _lll |l,l'_'rl titlllc|:lf)lIll_ _|1V bll_il_l't t hrciuq|l r ,;,tlicf_,l

tiraklnq, t-i.i:ti_r qr'all<ilil I It 7 rind l+lwi_r r_-iI I lli(t l_itll_f-i _i w.l 1. F.l.,;tl'l_'
vi_hl,'l_*_ i-rl,I t-,_ ll,_ #llrlrlifi_',t_li I V til_,lVlili lti,lll ttli_lr i}lillL'i-Ilt l(inill

i_'(lllntllFpliit,q ihle. primarily t(I t|li_ iliw Ri_i;r;lfl(' ,_n-r,ly rif f|ll_ tl_ltt.i V
_lul)_lV_'il:_in and ih- add|fif_li,i1 _lt'lii_'fur,_ ln _lll[Ipf_it tr. RV ttl_, #t,.im,_

tclktln, Pl p,<iitil_l cIf w#_tqiit _.lv.d iS I_lVltll lll(lltl _l(lV_lilttll-t!t_-IIIl_l ill ,IU ,li,t(_tl if"

w.ht_l_. Wl, lil i-lil_t tll_t,iltlvl, tii Inlu_l, iln ,l,:l [vttv w,lfl deft<_ll..d tel

develol, and demnnstrate the production fea_lhlllr.7 _)f _:nst,,cnmpet|tiv-

lt. rlhtweiqht r'.r_mp(_sit,_ mat_.riat aut:_+it, lve (:()mlif_nellts liy Lnvestiqatln(t

[mpr(}ved fabrication concepts. A cnntracb wlth t.h_ Budd CompAny
demonstrated a new design/fabrlcatlon apprnach using co.tlnuous fiber

material to reinforce a general chopped glass composite structure.

Thls resulted in a door structure demonstrating a 43% weight savings

through direct substitution and parts consol_dation.

b. Road-Load Reduction

Aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance account for most of the

dissipative loss experienced by a vehicle in m, =ion. At a steady 45

mph, the road-load Dower requirement is approximately evenly divided

between drag and rolling losses. Even over a low speed driving cycle,
such as the SAE d227a D cycle, nearly 70% of the road-energy may be

consumed by these mechanisms. Although these facts were understood by
the established automotive contmunity, little information was available

to electric vehicle manufacturers to improve their aerodynamic

designs. For these reasons, an activity was defined to refine this

technology and present application principles in a format that was
useful to the electric vehicle developers. This task culminated in a

guidebook for the aerodynamic design of electric and hybrid vehicles

using a system approach.

c. Environmental Control

It has been argued that for electric vehicles to succes_fully

compete in the marketplace, they must offer the same level of comfort

as their conventional counterparts. For many areas of the country, air

conditioning is considered to be a necessity. _he power requirements

of conventional air conditioning subsystems however, would have a

severe impact on electric vehicle performance. For these reasons, JPL

investigated several alternative solutions and found that precisely

because of an electric vehicle's limited daily range, certain offboard

coolant chargi_lq schemes were _easihle which would dramatically

decrease onbl,ar.l energy requirements.

d. Battery Charger and State-_f Cii,_r.l_[n,lieatiou

Operating any vehicle with an unknown amount _nf fuel Is always

unsettling. Given t.he ]imited energy storage and sinew reeJiarge (_f an

3
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¢.loct;F|._+ vohIc[_, ._n |n+t+'cnr_tl-t_ "fno]" ,IttgK • I ;t ,_ve.n | o.,-+r_,_c'<'tH_t tibia.

+M_ m_nV p/Ir(imol¢._;¢i t'n,+}+l,|in,] IIV+PII. +CC,.C.OUt ,'h,_rqt_ .Xl)t.il.u,'e,, elrtd

prc_+eetmd rat+_ (+r ,ltneh_r,l,_. A tamk w_++, th+_ref+,r., nnd_+rlelkt..n t,+
,|.m|,in a build all,| lnr+l an Int,._,lr_t-.+d h,_ttmry r+h.lr,l,.r/lltat,+-++r-,'h,+r,lo

tn,ttr+_tr+r. A er+nt r_ct.lnt| +s[_i_(+rt wit h (;cml,l, Ip :, , rt.Plu] tl+d [li /1

_sm'+',,t;_ftll ntat.-r_f-r'h,_tqo, tn,li+.,itr_r and a l-,,itt,_z'7 t'Itav,!.t te+,luttinq

additianal d++q.l_q+m,+nl+. Th+s st:ate-rff-+++he_g_ ind|+:_t++r k_ n_+w b. lnq
nl+,lra,to,lfr+r tnt,,gratirm, innP:albttirm, anll .v,slu,_ti,+tl[rl t.w,++_.rvi+:.

v_ht(:|t_ nwrt_d by (;on.r,s| T_l.pIl(mo and _}_ctr(+nlcs+

+. B+_tter,,' _ackl,tinq Im_et on Vnhlele Dynamics

At the conclusion of a preliminary vehicle design exercise, the

subsystem and component, performance specifications lre established,

Before a successful system can be integrated, however, a packaging

design efforh must be performed. Since batteries are not only a large

volume item but constitute a significant portion of the vehicle mass,

their influence upon vehicle dynamics was studied. Correct weight

distribution is the single most important factor in achieving

+++ acceptable vehicle handling characteristics. A contract with Pioneer

Engineering resulted in the conclusion that high front-weight-bias

vehicles can be tailored to achieve acceptable handling characterl <.'

whereas high rear weight bias vehicles present severe handli-_,

penalties which cannot be overcome.

4. System Assessments

One of the more importan + roles played by any organization having

system guidance responsibility is the performance of periodic

assessments. These can take an? form from strategy, planning, and goal

development exercises to review and evaluation of technology status.

Often these views are combined in order to provide the insight

necessary to efficiently focus program resources. The Jet Propulsion

Laboratory has performed four ma]or electric and hybrid vehicle
assessment tasks since 1978:

(1) The Ig78 electric and hybrid vehicle state-of-the-art
assessment

(2) The hybrid vehicle potential assessment

(3) The add'anted vehicle system assessment

(4) The hybrid vehicle assessment

a. The 1978 Electric and Hybrid Vehicle State-of-the-Art
Assessment

Th_ I.gTB electric and hybrht vehE(_le stage-of=the-art assessment

was an extension ()f the 1977 assessment+ condu(_te(l hy Lewis Resea*ch

4
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Cente_ to evaluate the technology status and market readiness of

electri,? and hybrid vehicle concepts. It was based upon site visits to

users, _nufacturers and administrative agencies in the United States,

the Unlt,_d Kingdom, Germany, Prance, Xta]y and Japan.

b. The Hybrid Vehicle Potential Assessment

The ._Itiyear hybrid vehicle potential assessment initiated in

1977 investigated the potential petroleum savings achievable if hybrid

vehicles were introduced into the natlonal fleet. Technology needs and

development requirements were evaluated against various socioeconomic

and political scenarios involving predictions of future fuel pricing
and market penetration. The results of this study provided the
Justification to embark on the hybrid vehicle program resulting in the
General Electric hybrid test vehicle.

c. The Advanced Vehicle Systems Assessment

The advanced vehicle system assessment was the broadest and most

comprehensive study performed in support of the DOE Electric and Hybrid
Vehicle Program. Using a top-down approach, its purpose was to

identify personal transportation needs in the 1990s, investigate the

potential improvements in alternative technologies and marry the two in
order to focus resources on the most viable paths. The effort was

begun in late 1980 and concluded in 1984. It was highly interactive in

the sense that field center activities were integrated and review

forums were provided throughout the study period.

d. The Hybrid Vehicle Assessment

Because it was recognized during the advanced vehicle assessment

that there were literally hundreds of feasible hybrid configurations, a
separate activity was initiated in 1981 devoted to the investigation or
these options. Sharing much of the same data base with the advanced

vehicle assessment (mission analysis, energy storage technology, etc.)
this study quantified the energy and petroleum saving potential of the

most promising configurations.

5. Simulation Tool Development

_± To support the assessments just described, the evaluation and

I assessment of test results and the design of prototype vehicles,

i comprehensive vehicle/component simulation tools are absolutely
essential. Rather than building such a tool from scratch, JPL

! contracted with General Research Corporation to highly modify a
previously existing program named EL_C. The ELVEC program has been

i contlnuall7 expanded, improved and documented to meet the need_ of the

various JPL, field center, and DOE activities on a national timeshare
system.
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Other sl lulation tools were developed by 3PL to suppport more

specific activities. The HYVEC program, originally creater to analyze
various design options of th_ complex Garrett ETV-2 electromechanical

flywheel powertrain, was further expanded to support the analysis of
even more complex hybrid vehicle configurations for the hybrid vehicle

assessment. Several smaller programs for cost and configuration

analyses were developed as needed.

E. MAJOR FINDINGS AND LESSONS LEARNED

During the course of this 7-yr project many studies, developments

and tests were completed. Each resulted in specific information or
conclusions which are well documented in the various deliverable

reports and other papers referenced in the body of this report. Moving

back "one level of abstraction", the major findings and lessons

discussed herein deal with broad issues which cut across the various

technical disciplines.

(I) Strategic Planning and Comprehensive Goal-Setting Are

Critical. Perhaps the single most important element in the

performance of any task is the development of the guiding

objectives and requirements. The cornerstone of these

objectives must be the strategic plan based upon the overall

program goals.

The DOE Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Program goal to reduce

this nation's dependence upon foreign petroleum, by

facilitating the introduction of electric and hybrid

vehicles into the national transportation fleet, has

remained constant_ the strategy adopted to achieve that goal

has not. The changing political environment (a malady often

faced by government-funded projects), has resulted in a lack

of continuity and focus in many areas.

(2) Successful Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Technology

Developments Must Address a Broad List of System Issues.

The term "research and development" is often used to

describe a single activityl however, the two terms have

quite different philosophical thrusts. Research is

I exploratory in nature and is relatively unconstrained. The

1 transition to development occurs when some potentiali
application is identified. At that point the full

! consequence of the system constraintm should be applied.
Only in this way can a technology's potential strengths and

weaknesses be identified so that development efforts can be

intelligently focussed. The technology development

activities supported by the Program have all identified

electric and hybrid vehicles as a potential application.

Unfortunately, early efforts were often treated as research

projects or were developed around incomplete or

inappropriate system requirements. This has resulted in

; major disappointments when components underwent system

testing. Shortcomings which should have been addressed

6
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early in the development process had been overlooked,

ignored, or inappropriately deferred. Nowhere doe_ the

integrated system approach pay more handsome divi6ends than

in component and subsystem development. Tied by an unbroken

chain to the overall DOE electric and hybrid vehic[.e goal

and strategic implementation plans, the subsystem

requirements are, in fact, derived from them. Man[r

evaluation loops are necessary in order to continu_tlly

verify or adjust this alignment.

(3) The Technical and Economic Environment has Changed

Significantly Since the Start of the Program. The DOE

! Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Program was spawned in an

i atmosphere of petroleum shortages and highly inefficient

vehicles. Against that backdrop, many believed that any

produceable electric vehicle would be quickly snapped up by

a public anxious to get out of their gas guzzlers. In the

subsequent period, while the DOE and its field centers have

been hard at work, the International automotive community

has made some impressive improvements. In many ways the

competition may have moved faster than the electric and

hybrid vehicle state-of-the-art.

I The high cost and shortage of gasoline, a major driver to

produce electric vehlcles in 1977-78, has disappeared to a

great degree. Whether real or only perceived, personal

electric and hybrid vehicles cannot hope to compete in the

present environment. Simply stated, successful deployment
of electric and hybrid vehicles into the national fleet (in

any meaningful numbers) will require significant increases

in the real cost of petroleum and/or decreased availabillty.

(3) Battery Development Has Been Slower Than Projected.

Although other technologies and subsystems required

improvement, it was recognized from the start that

development of vastly improved battery subsystems was the

critical element. Following a cursory analysis of vehicle

missions, goals were established for energy and power

density, cycle llfe and cost. Although this was an

incomplete llst, it does contain some of the most important

attributes. Those energy and power goals are being

approached but the desired life-cycle cost remains elusive.

The oal of 800 cycles at $Y0/kWh establlshed in 1978

appears nearly as remote now a_ it did then. In addition,

it is not enough to target energy and cycle llfe goals under

some benign conditions (such as C/3, constant current).

Even if these goals were met, they would likely bear little

resemblance to what could be expected in a vehicle

duty-cycle environment. In addition, such battery

attributes as reliability, maintenance and safety have been

unwisely subordinated in many development programs. These

qualltles must be addressed early in the development process

as some of these inadequacies could result in potential

show-stoppers.

7
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(4) Commercial Success Will Come Only Through Involvement with

the Establ_Bhed Automotive Industry. When the Electric and

Hybrid Vehicle Program was launched in 1976, the focus wa,

clearly on developing a new industry. Government sponsored

markets, loan guarantees and other incentives were created

to make the opportunity more attractive for entrepreneurs.

This approach, however, has proved to be unsuccessful for

several reasons including high unit cost, poor quality

control and nonexistant repair and warranty service.

Sol_tions to these problems are precisely what the

established automotive industry uniquely offers. High unit

cosu can only be overcome through high productlont and high

production of automobiles can only be accomplished with huge
capital expenditures. The established distribution and

dealer network is what makes the parts/repalr,

service/warranty operations work. Grass roots competition

can be successfully developed in the component supplier

industry for such things as batteries, motors, controllers,

etc. Chassis development, integration, production, and

sales however, is best left to those currently in the
business.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS

In response to the findings and lessons learned over the 7-yr llfe

of this project, several recon_nendations are offered. These are

presented in two categories_ a shortrange time frame (1985-1990) which

is amenable to more specific recommendations and a long-range time

frame (1990-2000) which is, by necessity, more general and dependent
upon preceding events.

The overriding theme for all continuing activity is to integrate

the planning, analysis and hardware work through an active system

function. Efforts for the short range should concentrate on improving

the sophistication of analysis techniques and supporting hardware

developments with a high proL,_ility of success.

In a general sense, many of the activities suggested in each of

the following categories are in progress. The attempt in this document

is to emphasize recomendations in light of new information and/or

perceived needs for enhanced efforts. !

(I) Planning and the Development of Short Range Goals Should be

Revisited. Two obuervations suggest a change in planning

and implementation strategyl the temporary abundant supply

of cheap fuel and the critical need for revised component

(particularly battery) performance goals based on integrated

system studies. Emphasis should be given to the evaluation

of probability of success and cost-rlsk-benefit tradeoffs of

the developing technologies.

(2) Coordination Efforts Need to bs Expanded in the Areas or

Standardization, Joint Development Ventures and qemlnars.

8
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Although great strides have been made in standardizing

ambiguous definitions surrounding test procedures, results
and reporting formats, much remains to be done. The

requirements which a component must satisfy in a vehicle

system necessitate that time dependent and cycle-oriented

missions must be standardized and used as a basis for their
evaluation.

It is clear that while the individual researcher and small

company can make important contributions to the electric and

hybrid vehicle technology, it i8 extremely important to

encourage the involvement of the potential manufacturers

through Joint ventures. This applies not only to the basic

vehicle manufacturers, but also those of critical components
such as batteries, motors, controllers, etc.

' With decreased emphasis on R&D for electric and hybrid

vehicle related projects, there will be fewer publications

and technical meetings for communication among interested

groups. Thus, it is more important than ever to coordinate

a "core" of meetings and seminars to keep the information
flowing.

(3) Several Small Technical Panels Should be Established to

Assist in the Evaluation of Analysis Procedures, Test_--

Procedures, New Technologies, Probability of Success and

Component Performance in a System Environment. Evaluation

activities provide the feedback for the insight necessary to
direct all other activities. Because of their critical

nature and the fact that every analysis or test effort im

subject to limitations, an independent review and consultant

panel is necessary to insure the quality, credibility and
consistency of such efforts.

(4) Highly Visible Projects Should Have a High Probability of

Success_ Low Visibility Activities Shoul_ Seek Hi_her Payoff
Accepting Higher Risks. Those highly v_,,Ible act%vities
such as the EPRI/DOE and Eaton Van efforts can do much

toward generating positive feelings ab_,t electric and

hybrid vehicles if the demonstrations ere successful. They

can do considerable damage by generating negative feelings
if the demonstrations are not successful.

The almost invisible technology developments are mu_h more

benign and as such are subject to less pressure for

successful demonstrations. Thus, higher rlsk (with

potentially higher-payoffs) developments can and should be

undertaken in this category, if they support the success of

relatively short range technology goals.

; (5) Analysis and Simulation Support Studies, which are Less

Expensive and Broader Than Hardware Wnrk, Should be

Continued and Expanded to Provide Guidance for Technology

Priorities. There has been a trend of increasing
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sophistication in analyses and simulation which needs t_, be

continued. Partially, this trend has come about as a result

of vastly improved and more accessible computer facilities,

and partly because many earlier results were simply shown to
be invalid. The three areas which deserve special attention

are continued system assessments, improved component and

battery models and more realistic vehicle use models.

(6} A Systems Function Must Be Established to Rationally Connect

Planning, Goal Setting and the Development Activities. The

system function is that activity which gives coherent

direction and Ineaning to all the other activities. Contrary

to common belief, the mechanism must be formalized to be
effective.

The Jet Propulslon Laboratory has been providing some system

leadership, but to Mate it remains fragmentary. The

Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Battery Test Working Task Force

grew out of recommendations to integrate the battery test

activities and the system assessment activities. The

advanced vehicle assessment and the hybrid vehicle

assessment have p_ovided the evaluation functions, but

unfortunately, have been perceived by the community

development as a one-tlme, largely unilateral exercise. In

any case, an operational mechanism which ties the whole

development process together is not yet in place. The

system advocacy, necessary to cause this to happen, may grow

silent when JPL leaves the Program.

While many of the short range activities properly support

long range goals, the_e are additional long-range goals to
be considered_

(7) A Critical Base for Self-Sustaining Technology should be

Developed. The electric and hybrid vehicle community is in

a precarious position due to the present lack of a

competitive market for their products or services. The

market "pull" associated with expensive or short-supply fuel

is presently gone and developing the technical base

necessary for the "push" is expensive and time consuming.

The challenge, then, is to massage the electric and hybrid

vehicle community and their individual activities to the

point where even without the type of pull and push referred

to, their progress will be self-sustaining. The most likely

way of accomplishing this formidable task is to find

applications for the technologies outside electric and

hybrid vehicle, and conversely to look for electric and

hybrid vehicle adaptations of otherwise developing

technologies.

(8) &ppropriate High-Risk Technologies should Receive Long-Term

DOE Support. Making use of the results of system studies

such as the advanced vehicle assessment, certain carefully

I0
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selected high-payoff, high-risk technologies should be

pursued. Because of these characteristics, it is unlikely

that they would find support outside of the DOE Program.

Since these specific technologies are presently in their

infancy, most of their promise may be based upon

speculation. For that reaso_ qt is necessary to continually

evaluate the status, strengths and weaknesses with

continuing assQssment studies.

11
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND AND HISTORY

Only a short time after the automobile was developed as a personal

transportation concept, a noisy, complex, and dirty engine had driven

all other power sources out of the industry. Its appeal was based on

its tremendous specific power capability which allowed a level of

performance and optional accessories otherwise unattainable. In an era

when fuel was plentiful a11d pollution concerns nonexistent, it was

perfectly suited to the times. Today, technical, social, and economic

forces are working counter to its existence and provide the opportunity

to reconsider alternatives long since rejected.

Personal transportation burns over one-fourth of all the petroleum

consumed in this country and is therefore a major factor in our

dependence on foreign sources. In 1976, following the Arab ell embargo

which dramatized the nation's vulnerability to interruptions in the

supply of petroleum, Congress passed Public Law 94-413 calling for the

development of electric and hybrid vehicles. The nature of the bill

and the resulting DOE Program administered initially by the Energy

Research and Development Administration, was to create a new industry

dedicated to the development and production of 91ectrlc and hybrid

vehicles. The Program was divided into two main elements: (i) the

development of near-term technologies possibly suitable for electric

vehicle applications and (2) the promotion/demonstratlon of currently

available electric vehicles. Until recently, these elements remained

virtually independent of each other.

JPL has been one of several field centers supporting the former

Program element. In that capacity, the primary areas of responsibility
have been:

(I) Integrated test vehicle developments

(2} System integration and test

(3) Nonpropulslon subsystem development

(4) System assessments

NASA's Lewis Research Center and DOE's Argonne National Laboratory

have had primary responsibility for propulsion subsystems and near-term

battery developments respectively.

In more recent years JPL has sought to provide the overall program

with a system engineering function. In this role, attempts have been

made to coordinate the activities going on at other field centers wlth

JPL technology assessments and system evaluation efforts.

During the past 7 yr, the political and economic winds have

changed several times and the resulting DOE Program thrusts were

I '_/1_
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compelled to keep pace. Spawned in an atmosphere of _,_troleum

shortages and inefficient vehlclas, the early Program activities were

directed at getting electric vehicles on the road as quickly as

possible. Public and private sector demonstration fleets and

incentives were adopted to create a "market pull" while research and

development support provided a "technology push." These early efforts

were aimed largely at stimulating the existing, if immature, electric

vehicle industr M or enticing entrepreneurs (and venture capital) into

the arena. As these efforts failed to pKoduce the desired impact, a

major change in the philosophical approach evolved. Recognizing that

significant petroleum savings would require production rates achievable

only by the established automotive industry, the so-called

commercialization thrust was launched. Using this approach, government

programs would strive to develop technologies to near-prototype

maturity and actively encourage the industry to move into commercial

production. However, an administration change in January 1981

established policies necessitating a more distant government/Industry
relationship. By 1982 commercialization activltieshad officially

ceased as new programs were limited to "long-range, generlc-research."

During the same period, the public's view of energy conservation

change4 as well. The Arab oil embargos of the 1970s, resulting in the

Incon,,enience of long fuel lines and high prices, brought pressure on

the government to provide for alternatives. As shortages eased and

consumers adjusted to the new prices, the public outcry all but

disappeared. These factors and a general economic recession in the

early 1980s have coF_ined to squeeze the Program support and funding

level in recent years.

This chronology is reviewed, not to be critical, but to provide

the necessary perspective from which to view the activities and

accomplishments of the JPL Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Project over

these past 7 yr.

i

B. THE JPL SYSTEM ROLE

The DOE Program has had many elements with technical development

projects focused exclusively on such areas as the powertrain and energy

storage subsystems. It was also properly recognized that the "system

discipline" was an absolutely essential element for the successful

development of anything so complex as an electric vehicle or hybrid

vehicle. Most of the electric vehicles that have been introduced in

the U. S. and around the world in recent years have not had the benefit

of any real system engineering. They have been compromise vehicles

assembled by hopeful entrepreneurs from standard automobiles with

whatever electric vehicle components were available. The electric

vehicle is, in fact, a very different animal from its internal

combustion engine counterpart. Its available specific power and

energy, are respectively, five and fifty times lower/ precisely the

disadvantages which led to its demise t_ore than 60 yr ago. Because of

this disparity, the system role in goal identification, requirements

definition, performance specifications and implementation is even more

critical. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory was assigned the system

t4
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research and development responsibility for the Program and, an such

has d_valopnd pronf-of-cnncept vahlclas, conducted in-vehlcle t_stinq

and provided _*idance for subsystem development based upon assessments

of current and advanced concepts. Nowhere is the system role more

important than In the determination of development requirements. This

provides the link between the ovara]l DOE Electric and Hybrid Vehicle

Program nbJectives and the implementatinn of a s_ructured development

plan. The activity, however, must be an ongoing _ercime. Because of

the many trade-off parameters which must be orchestrated, component

requlremant sets are interdependent and unique to each technology. In

an effort to simplify this process, early subsystem development goals

were often inappropriate anO incomplete. Although these goals were

occasionally approached by individual components, In-vehlcle system

evaluations usually yielded disappointing results due to the inevitable
mismatched subsystem interfaces.

In more recent years, JPL has actively sought to instill a system

philosophy throughout the entire DOE Program. This has involved goal

setting, the development of trade-off methodologies, data requirement

policies, testing, evaluation feedback loops and decision analyses.

C. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS REPORT

The purpose of this report is to briefly review, from historical

and technical perspectives, the major activities, accomplishments and

"lessons learned" by the JPL Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Systems R&D

Project over its 7-yr life span. By necessity, descriptions of the

individual tasks must be brief; each resulted in specific information
or conclusions which are well documented in the various deliverable

reports and other papers referenced in Section VI0 The major findings,

discussed herein, primarily deal with the broad issues which cut across

the various disciplines. Many of these issues are "system related" and

therefore pertain not only to the JPL Project but to the overall DOE

Program as well.

Because of the broad perspective gained in the pursuit of these

activities and the termination of any vested interest, JPL is in a

unique position to provide recommendations for future thrusts. Many

valuable lessons have been learned during the past 7 yr and it is hoped

that programmatic insight and planning can benefit from their
discussion.

" ........... !5
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II. PR_]ECT ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

AS prevlnusly Indicated, th_ chart.r of the JPL E]ectr|c and

l{Mbrld Vehicle Systems R&D Project has b6en sufficiently broad that

task. were undertakmn and acuompllshed Involvinq vlrtual[M all the

technologies germane to electric and hybrid vehicles, Some of these

activities were designed to facilitate the initial "technology

transfer" program, others supported the commercialization thrust and

•me (like the assessment activities) emphasized the longer range

view. The meet elgnJflcant of these efforts are highlighted below.

A. VEHICLE SUBSYSTEMS

I. Powertralns

From 1977 until 1983, the NASA Lewis Research Center had Program

cesponslbillty for electric and hybrid vehlcle powertrain development.

In 1983, Lewis Research Center transferred its remaining activities to

JPL. As a result, JPL has managed several contracts and an In-house

activity to develop a trio of AC motor/controller concepts and a

continuously variable transmission concept. A significant effort was

devoted to the investigation, analysis and assessment of current ana ....

projected electric and hybrid vehicle powertrain components in

association with the advanced vehicle assessment (Ref. 1). That study,

which will be highlighted later, determined that although today's

electric vehicles, rely, almost exclusively, on chopper-controlled DC

brush-commutator motors, the situation is changing rapidly. Due to the

electronics revolution, the AC induction and DC brushless machines,

heretofore impractical for electric vehicle applications, will soon be

the overwhelming choice. Enjoying the advantages of lighter weight,

higher eff_.clency, and increased reliability, the cost, weight and

volume of the necessary inverter/controller has been its only

impediment.. The three motor controller activities described below take

advantage of new developments in the hlgh-power switching electronics

world to bring these obvious benefits to electric vehicle applications.

a. Motor/Controller Developments

Alternating current motors have several inherent advantages over

their DC counterparts such as size_ weight, and cost. The necessary

associated high-cost inverter electronics, however have limited their

appeal for electric vehicle applications. _ithough elect, chic

component costs have dropped dramatically, they remain high. Therefore

motor/controller concepts which retain the advantages of th,_ _C

simplicity but strive to reduce or eliminate a number of expensive

components were targ_ted.

The variable reluctance motel requires only one-half of the

electronic switching components necessary for a conventional AC

Induction motor (Ref, 2). Varlab[e reluctance motors have seen some

i_/!7
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appllcatlon as small stepping malaya, far below the power' requirements

of a vehicle powertrain. Thereft,re, in lqa3 a contract was placed with

the Massaehl,satts [ngt|tute of Tachnolo,ly to design, build and test a

30-kW (continuotls) variable reluctance motor subsystem using overall

cost as an imp_rtant design driver. Development has bean in two

phases, first designing, buildlng anti _valuating a scaled-down matter (5

kW) before moving on to the full-scale system. Final test and

evaluation will be completed in December 1984. A final report will ha
issued as a deliverable to DOE.

The half-wave Induction motor is another approach at solving the

same high-cost electronics problem. It too uses only one-half of the

switching components necessary in conventional AC Inverter

controllers. To investigate the practicality of this approach, a

contract was placed with the University of Missouri, Columbia. At the

completion of the feasibility-design phase, it was decided to limit the

effort to analysis and paper design of a buildable system since no

motor manufacturers had responded to an RFP. Reference 3 describes the

results of this activity.

Yet another approach to reducing the cost of AC powertrains has

been supported through an internal JPL task. Building upon experience

with hybrid topology inverter designs, the logical extension was to

apply these techniques to AC drive subsystems. A hybrid topology uses

two or more different power semiconductors in a synergistic way in
order to overcome the weaknesses inherent in the individual

components. These weaknesses result in a high cost as well as poor

operation. Two distinct hybrid topologies providing the same 40 kW

capacity (60 kW for 3 min) have been designed. One uses a conventional

bi-Junctlon transistor (BJT) in conjunction with a field-effect

transistor (FET)_ the second combines a silicon-controlled rectifier

{SCR) in conjunction with an FET. These designs are discussed in some
detail in Reference 4. The BJT/FET inverter will be completed and

tested in 1984. The SCR/FET inverter is being proposed as an

independent task at JPL during 1985.

b. Transmission Developments

In order to maintain high efficiency, DC brushlePu and AC motors

prefer to operate at high rotational speeds (i.e., I0,000 rev/min and

more). Speed control could be accomplished with el6_tronic control and

fixed gear reduction or with a varlable-ratio trans,_ission, which would

relieve a great deal of stress from the electronics. Manually shifted

transmissions are the simplest and most efficient but fail to provide

the convenience of automatic shifting desired by 80% of the motoring

public. Continuously variable transmissions _ombine the convenience of

an automatic with efficiency near that of a n_,nual transmission.

Although some concepts are now approaching production, continuously

variable transmissions have hlstorlcalIy be plagued with reliabillt%,

problems and have not been cost-competltive with the alternatives.

Lewis Research Center placed a contract with Kumm Industries for the

development nf a continuously variable transmission using a novel, flat

rubber belt. This approach significantly reduces the internal stresses

18
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nec_asary with _too.l-on-lateal driv_.s and ulmplifi_- maintenanc_. Th_

J_t Propul_i_n¢ f,ab,_Titt_,ny t=J¢)k c:_v_r manaq.m_nt fr=r th- t-Ht |pq p,-n-tirJn
¢,f the. _:,_nt_act: and final }:_pnrt (R_f. 5). Alt:hc=u,lh thi_ devAl,)pm,nt

" d.m(_natrat_d a wc)rkable cnnt|ntlQu_l].y vat:Jabis t:rau_,mla_l_n (:,=r=c.-l)t'o, It
w_n' p];a<pled with rel|ahility prohl.mff. In rntr,_npnct +, much etlql.n--rlnq

wnrk _lh_uld hav_ be_n ,|¢)ni_ b_f[)re commltt[ng t_) a cnn[..pt ,t.m()nntrat'i(=n.

........ 2. We l.ght R.du,:t Inn

h_ any _tudent of automotive performance has discovoc_d, the

raduction of vehicle weight pays handsome divlden4s. Although

generally associated with acceleration performance, weight reduction

plays a slgniflcant ro!e during cruise through reauced tire-rolling
losses, braking losseu and grade losses (The latter is universally

ignored in all standard driving cycle testing and is a major cause of

= discrepancies between Environmental Protection Agency estimates 4nd
actual experience). Weight has an even greater effect on electzic

vehicles, whose specific power source is a factor of about 5 less than

that of a comparable internal combustion engine vehicle.

Low-density, high-strength composite materials have long been

recognized as a means to radon= automotive structural weight and

thereby improve fuel eco_._._F for the combustion engine vehicle or

-, improve range and performance for the electric vehicle. However, until

composite components can be fabricated at costs competitive with their

l: steel counterparts, they are unlikely to attain significant inroads.

The least exotic composite materials cost about twice as much as steel;

therefore, real cost competitiveness may only be achieved through the

benefits of parts consolidation, i.e., by molding, in a single step, a

component which would otherwise require production and assembly of

several steel parts. Not all parts, however, are amenable to parts

consolidation and must therefore be compared on a substitution basis.

The other key element in the equation is the production procedure and

the resultant costs associated with fabricating this composite

component.

With this as a background, a task was defined to develop and

demonstrate the production feasibility of cost-competitive lightweight

composite material components by investigating improved fabrication

concepts. The approach taken was to contract with the Budd Company to

manufacture, using production techniques, a composite automotive

component and compare its utility and cost with its counterpart

baseline steel component. After some consideration, the component of

choice was selected to be an outer door panel from a 1977 Chevrolet

Impala. Tile justification f(_r this chnice included the availability of

(i) baseline costing data, and (2) a real vehicle environment useful
for fit and finish evalu 'on and crash testing.

The redesign of the outer door panel consisted of a 14-1b

slngle-plece structure composed of a chopped glass/polyester outer

skin, co-molded with a continuous glass fiber polyester intrusion

protection in the form of a strap. This structure replaced _'our pieces

in th_ original steel baseline door weighting 25.% lb for a total

tq
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w_._qht: Bavtnq(i (if I] |b (_r'4_. With _(_,n_mlmn in,_difl('a!it,n, the. ,l<_)I_

p_nel will bf_ _bl. t_ l,_e. the. F_,l_.r_l M_tc_r V,-.i_ic.l. Haft:,_, Htand_,_l,_

r.itlf,,r<_._ (ten_zal (.'li_}l,p-(lql_ c,)mp<_Hlt_ _It:rtlct:ure w|th (.,nntintl()uu

_<_l'entlal, c_ulr] It, ll. l)llly a(_,T¢:IIHI f¢)r' t|Itlln,_I?, |irJ|Itffl (|()(If' Htr|l_:Itlrtill

nil: ush,_r_l in d mult. itu(le _f aut()m(_t:lv_ l)aIt: applir:atlrm.. Tile

espeetal, ty cc, rr_)sive envir(Jnment qenerally _lurr_++m,linq the beatt.,y
w<+uld make hat.t..ry Prays and mupp<+rttn,l ++trut:tm't_s particularly good

.. <:andlrlat.s f(_r Fnl(:hcr>mp()slte_.

3. Road I,()ad Reduction

By convention, a vehicle's road load is defined to be the for_e

required to overcome aerodynamic and rol!tnq resistances. The

aerodynamic resistance, or drag, is a function of the vehicle's size

and shape and is proportional to the square of the velocity. The

r(_lling resistance includes the tire resistance as well as bearing

losses and such things as brake drag. While it does have some speed

dependency, it is often assumed to the first order to be simply

proportional to the normal force or vehicle weight.

At a steady speed of about 45 mph, the road-load power requirement

for a typical subco,_act class vehicle is approximately evenly divided

between the aerodynamic drag and rolling losses. But even over a low

speed driving cycle, such as the SAE J227a D cycle, aerodynamic drag
and rolling resistance may respectively consume about 35% and 30% of

the total road energy requirement. Significant improvements are
possible in both of these parameters which could combine for electric

vehicle range improvements of 30% or more. Therefore, a task was

initiated to examine the avenues and develop the procedures by which

real road-load reduction could be accomplished by the emerging electric
and hybrid vehicle industry. Early on, it was concluded that no

significant tire development tasks needed to be funded by the Project.

The tire requirements of a electric and hybrid vehicle were q_ite

similar to those of a standard automobile and most of the major tire

manufacturers were already pursuing low-loss tire programs. However,

progress of these programs was monitored, data was shared, and some

specific tests were performed to determine such simulation input

requirements as tire energy consumption during warm-up and over certain
cyclic (torque) loading.

The Project involvement in aerodynamic drag reduction was viewed

quite differently. If a prospective electric at_d hybrid vehicle

manufacturer were to begin deve!opLng a new vehicle, he would either

convert an existing heat-anglos a_t_m_bile or develop a new concept

flora the ground up. In either case; the tools necessary to minimize

aerodynamlc drag were not reaC41y available. The concept of an

aer,_dynamlc design (]uldebook, which co,rid |)_ an _[(i to the electric and

hybrid vehicle designer and builder wit}, little or no aerodynamic

backgr,_nn,1, was adopted. The approach was to develop a system-level

2(}
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aerodynamic design sequence composed of logical path elements which

terminate at one of three levels of design. These design levels
(described as subjective, empirical, and experimental processes} are

progressively more refined and successively characterized by a higher
probability of 7ieldlng a low drag design. The second level, or

empirical process, is shown in Figure 1 as an example. Developing

these logic paths exposed many technological voids and informatlon gaps

inherent in various path elements. In the course of this endeavor,

several supporting studies and test programs were undertaken to

alleviate the uncertainties and to provide the necessary tools and

procedures required to implement the strate_.

The process is a framework upon which the design development is
built. The procedures are highly dependent upon many subjective

determinations which rely heavily upon common sense and experience,
There may be many alternative solutions to the same set of design

requirements.

The objective behind the creation of the design guide (Ref. 7) is

to encourage electric and hybrid vehicle designers to address

aerodynamic drag as an important design parameter and, once goals are

targeted, to systematically evolve a design which is aerodynamically
matched to the anticipated mission while minimizing unnecessary effort.

4. Environmental Control Subsystems

It has been argued that for electric vehicles to successfully

enter the marketplace, they must offer creature comforts on a par with

the current heat-engine competition (Ref. 8). Air conditioning leads

the list of these comforts and potentially has the most severe impact

on electric vehicle performance. For these reasons, a task was

identified to: (1} determine electric and hybrid vehicle environmental

control requirements, (2) identify potential solutions, (3) develop an

evaluation process, and (4) select, for potential concept development,

those elements comprising the environmental control subsystem which

best match the requirements.

Design criteria for the sizing of appropriate environmental

control subsystem elements were established from the following2 demand

thermal loads, ambient temperatures, time required to reach

steady-state operation, relative humidity, number of air exchanges,

safety (defogglng and defrosting}, and state-of-the-art surveys. The

d_sign point conditions for the passenger compart,,ent were derived from

mathematical modeling of t_.e pRysical and psychological processes
involved in the determination of thermal comfort. Duration of

environmental control was another important parameter in determining

the functional requirements. Travel scenarios depicting typical U.S.

driving patterns were constructed in ordec to establish the subsystem

design load specification.

Thermal storage schemes that were evaluated used either sensible

heat or latent heat of phase change, i.e., salts, oils, parafins, sand,

and llquified gases. Certain reversible thermochemical reactions were

21
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identified as having the potential for heat storage in excess of

3000 Btu/ib_ however, published information was insufficient to enable

a feasibility determination.

In order to be considered for ranking and possible recc_mendat%on,

candidate environmental control subsystem elements were screened for

feasibilltyl each was required to meet the energy usage criteria and
performance specifications.

Based on the results of the ranking exercise, a subsystem using

water thermal energy storage was the preferred configuration for

near-termdevelopment (5 to I0 yr). Althouqh this type of subsystem

offered only a limited storage period, other functional characteristics

made it a superior choice for product development within the next 3 to

4 yr. Such an environmental control element required no onboard use of

petroleum fuel and could be effectively applied to both heating and

cooling cycles. Other advantages included simplicity and similarity

with present automobile heating subsystems, low noise level, and a
short development period.

Preliminary calculations indicated that an ammonia-water split

heat pump met all functional requirements in a cost-effectlve mannerl

hence, it was selected as the "best" configuration for long-term

(beyond I0 yr) development (Ref. 9). This subsystem, which also can be

applied to both heating and cooling cycles, requires no moving parts on

board the vehicle and no onboard use of petroleum fuel. It offers low

overall weight, as well as long storage periods that are comparable to

subsystems using gasoline engines. In the split heat pump subsystem,

the thermodynamic process rates can be operated independently. It is

thus possible to design the home-base equipment to perform the

regeneration function over a time period approaching one day, while the

maximum operating time of the vehlcle-base equipment is 2.5 h. This
approach could supply adequate environmental control 99% of the time

for 99% of the population.

5. Subsystem Packaging

At the conclusion of a preliminary design exercise, the subsystem

and component performance specifications are ectabllshed. Before a

successful system can be integrated, however, a packaging design effort

must be performed. These issues directly impact such vehicle

attributes as seating comfort, cargo capacity and handling response.

To provide some guidance to the emerging electric and hybrid vehicle

industry for making packaging trade-oils, a work element was

initiated. The objective was to investigate alternate battery

locations and packaging strategies which specifically did not require

the use of a central backbone battery tunnel concept. For economic

reasons, many electric and hybrid vehicles will be based on an internal

combustion vehicle conversion which will therefore limit packaging
alternatives. Several questions needing attention were addressed,
including:
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(i) What is the effect of battery module shape, size, and
numbers?

(2) Where might battery location alternatives interfere

with satisfactory vehicle handling?

(3) What are some practical integrated battery support
structures?

The resulting study used a current subcompact internal combustion

engine vehicle as a baseline. Alternative packaging solutions for a

derivative electric vehicle were evaluated with the objective of

retaining vehicle dynamic handling characteristics, passenger space,

and cargo area comparable to the base vehicle.

The major results of the study (Ref. i0) were that it is entirely

feasible to design a near-optimumpackaging of electric drive

components in a subcompact car and retain the dynamic handling

characteristics, passenger space, and cargo area of the base vehicle.

Correct weight distribution is the most important single factor in
achieving acceptable handling characteristics. High-front-weight-bias

vehicles can be tailored to provide satisfactory handling responses.

High-rear-weight-bias vehicles offer severe handling _enalities which
cannot be overcome.

Several alternate battery types were evaluated and, in general,

were found to be more difficult to package than the present golf-cart

lead-acid modules, particularly if constant battery voltage was the

determining criteria.

Detailed installation studies wr_e conducted to verify that the

recommended battery packs could be _unted in the locations indicated

without significantly changing the structure of the base vehicle.

Necessary changes to the structure, suspension, and control components

of the base vehicle to accommodate the additional weight of the

electric drive components were analyzed and specified. A mock-up was

constructed to verify the optimized installation in three-dimensional
form.

B. BATTERY SUBSYSTEMS

I. System Testing of Near-TermBatteries

In the early stages of the DOE Program, four battery technologies

were identified as having the potential for production electric vehicle
applications by the mid-1980s. These battery couples, classified as

near-term, were (I) improved lead-acid, (2) nickel-lron, (3) nickel-

zinc, and (4} zinc-chlorine. Argonne National Laboratory had the

primary responsibility to manage the development contracts for these

technologies. The JPL involvement was generally limited to In-vehlcle,

system-level testing at the conclusion of each effort. In 1979, JPL

performed a series of tests on the available battery technologies in

conjunction with evaluations of four vehicles. _hese tests were
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conducted to determine requirements and specifications to be used in

procuring vehicles for deployment in the DOE Electric and Hybrid
Vehicle Technolog_ Demonstration Program. The re_ult_ indicated

significant range and energy storage improvements over the baseline
system but identified serious development deficiencies in these

batteries and in the prototype vehicles. 1 As the result of a JPL
recommendation, this procurement and deployment activity was delayed
indefinitely.

For comparison purposes, the baseline system was the South Coast

Technology Rabbit, supplied with a 108-V battery pack assembled from 18

6-V ESB XPV-23 lead-acid batteries weighing 531 kg. Speed control of

the separately-excitedDC motor was accomplished by actuating
contactors in the armature circuit {with a starting resistor) in

conjunction with a transistorized field chopper. Torque was transmit-

ted through the standard Volkswagen four-speed manual transaxle.

The batteries chosen for the vehicle/battery testing program were

...... two ni_kel-zinc batteries produced by Energy Research Corporation and

by Yardney, Inc., a Westinghouse nlckel-lron battery, and an improved

Globe-Union lead-acid battery. The Enorgy Development Associates

zinc-chlorine battery was unavailable for testing.

The Energy Research Corporation nlckel-zlnc battery was based on a

cell construction unique to this manufacturer. The positive plate

(cathode) was manufactured from an active material composition of

nickel hydrozide and a conductive dilute which was rolled and pressed

with a plastic binder onto a metal current collector. Zinc oxide and

_:_ additives were combined and bound in the same manner to form the

negative plate (anode). Sixty-six cells were assembled into a nominal

108-V battery pack which weighed 549 kg.

Yardney supplled a nickel-zinc battery pack constructed of cells

using more common electrochemically impregnated sintered nickel

positive plates. The negative plate was bound in the same manner as

the Energy Research Corporation cell. The separator was a three-part

system utilizing proprietary Yardney separators. A nominal 108-V pack

was assembled from 66 cells and weighed 523 kg.

The nlckel-iron battery, manufactured by Westinghouse under

contract to JPL, used plates of hot-pressed nickel-plated steel wool.

The positive plate was electrochemically impregnated, while the

negative was pasted ferric oxide. A nominal 120-V battery pack of 90

cells was supplied which weighed 490 kg. This battery used a

circulating electrolyte system which allowed a recharge time of as
little as 3.5 h.

I

iThe so-called 2 x 4 vehicles included the South Coast Technology

converted Volkswagon Rabbit, the Electric Vehicle Associates converted
AMC Pacer Wagon, the Jet Industries Electra Van 600, and the Battronic

Truck Corporation pickup truck.
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The Globe_Unlon lead-acid battery (EV2-13), developed for the

ETV-I program (see Section III.C) was constructed in the same manner as
their conventlor II batteries. However, the cells wars rotated 90 ° to

increase the surface area and aspect ratio. The negative plata is free

of antimony. The 6-V batteries were designed within the dimensional
constraints of a standard golf cart battery. A nominal 108-V pack

weighing 490 kg was assembled from 18 of these batteries.

The tests, which consisted of both constant speed and SAE J227a D

drlvng cycles, were conducted on the JPL Clayton twin-roll

dyna _omater. The South Coast Technology vehicle was fairly reliable in

over 6500 km of testing at JPL. However, the motor required

replacement andintermittent problems with the controller hampered

normal operation early in the test program. Some results are shown in

Figures 2.a and 2.b, (Ref. Ii) indicating energy capacity exhibited by

the batteries in the various vehicles under some standard driving

conditions. It is evident that a battery's energy density is a strong

function of the duty cycle. Most battery developers prefer to measure

energy density at some rather benign constant current (such as the

ubiquitous C/3 rate) which often bears no relationship to energy which
could be delivered under some vehicle duty cycle. It should also be

noted that some of these batteries lasted less than 20 cycles these

vehicle-load conditions.

Dur:ng 1981, an Eagle-Picher nlckel-lron battery and a

second-generatlon Westinghouse nlckel-iron battery were tested with a

similar South Coast Technology vehicle and the ETV-I. A Globe (now a

division of Johnson Controls) improved state-of-the-art lead-acid

battery, employing electrolyte agitation, was evaluated as well.

Several aspects of battery performance were investigated including

capacity, recharge efficiency, voltage response, and self discharge.

Each of the three batteries exhibited some strengths and some

weaknesses. Although the Eagle-Picher battery subsystem l&cked certain

features necessary for satisfactory vehicle integration (slngle-point

watering, hydrogen gas generation management, etc.), it demonstrated a

significant improvement in capacity (especially at higher power levels)
compared to the earlier Eagle Picher batteries. The second-generation

Westinghouse nickel-lron battery subsystem was plagued by reliability

problems and tests could only be run following a mild charge profile

which improved charge efficiency but reduced the maximum energy

capacity. A composite plot of the specific energy as a fun_tlon of

average power (corresponding to several constant speed vehicle tests)

was created from Reference 12 and is shown in Figure 3. A

characteristic of the nickel-lron couple is high self-discharge which

has the effect of significantly reducing the available energy if the

battery is left to stand following charge or between discharge

segments. This feature is quantified in Figure 4 (Ref. IR).

The final battery tests performed at JP[ Involved an updated

Eagle-Picher nlckel-iron subsystem, a downslzed module-based Globe

improved state-of-the-art lead-acld subsystem, and the General Motors

(Delco) nlckel-zlnc subsystem. The Delco nickel-zinc battery was

especially interesting in that it was the only battery tested to meet
and exceed the claims of the manufacturer. This _uccess was in large
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part due to the automotive and system engineering approach to the

development process and establishes a @erformance baseline for other

technologies tc meet. A comparison plot of the specific energy versus

. average power for these three batteries is shown in Figure 5 from
Reference 13.

2. Elevated Temperature Electrolyte

It has long been recognized that lead-acid battery capacity is a

strong function of the electrolyte temperature. Great effort has been

expended at JPL to ensure that the battery electolyte temperature

stabilized at approximately 22°C before testing was initiated. There

is nothing unique about that particular temperature except that it
represents a standard SAE automotive test temperature. There is also

no reason to suspect that this temperature would be optimum from either

a battery capacity or battery life consideration. Some module testing

has been performed at elevated electrolyte temperatures over the years

but much of the data is suspect and little of it can be compared or

extrapolated. In an effort to quantify the potential gain in lead-acld
battery capacity at elevated temperatures with a complete pack in a

vehicle-system environment, a test program was initiated. A battery

chamber was designed and built to house eighteen EV 106 battery

modules, heaters, blowers and thermocouple instrumentation. After

subsystem tests indicated that initial electrolyte temperatures could

be uniformly established at temperatures from 26°C to 56°C, system
tests were performed on the JPL dynamometer using the DOE ETV-I test

vehicle with an umbilical arrangement. The results (Ref. 14) indicated

that battery energy capacity (and hence range) over the SAE J227a D

cycle increases by approximately 1% per °C over that temperature

range; the improvement is somewhat nonlinear, i.e., there is a

diminishing return as the temperature is increased. It is commonly
believed, however, that battery llfe suffers at high temperatures.

Unfortunately, the experts cannot agree on the temperature regime in

which this effect becomes important. Because the possible benefits

from control of this parameter were even greater than any lead-acid

design improvements being proposed, JPL promoted elevated temperature

cycle-life tests conducted at Argonne National Laboratory.

3. Battery Charger and State of Charge Indication

It is fair to say that no electric vehicle offered today has an

adequate onboard battery charger or state-of-charge indicator. It has

also been observed that few battery developers understand how best to

charge their batteries for optimum efficiency and life. In an effort

to shed light on these mysteries, JPL performed a task to explore the

effects of various charge parameters on efficiency (Ref. 15).

Recognizing the need for a smart charger which could sense battery

state-of-charge and tailor the current profile accordingly, a contract

was issued to Gould, Inc. to develop such a device. The requirements

were for an onboard system having a maximum power outpttt of 3 kVA, over

90% efficiency, high power factor, low line noise and low weight. The

system delivered to TPL for test (Ref. 16) was ma4e up of two discreet
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but electrlcall M Inteqrate.i components/ the und.v-hood charger and the

dash-mounted itate-_f-eharqe _ndicat,lr. []nfortunate]y, t:|l_._harq_r Itad

tn be [Imlte¢l re* .]perate at a [_eak ._f 2 kVA. Th8 stat.-t,f-t:harg.

indicatnr, h_wuver, has shown significant potential and has become a

central element [_i an effnrt tn upqt'atl, the ut|llty nf vehicles

presently in use as a part nf tile DOE Sl.t,e Operatnr Proqr._m. Th_s

latest effort increases the .tats-of-charge ind|catnr capabi[it M b?

introducing an adapblve alg,_rtthm which automatically ac_c,lunts for a

battery's degradation with age.

4. Safety and Maintenance _ssues

Perhaps the number one concern a manufacturer has today is product

liability. The Detroit OEMs are continually in the news concerning

safety-related class-actlon suits and costly recall programs. They

will not put electric vehicles on the streets until they are convinced

that their reliability, maintenance and safety characteristics are at

least as good as the present internal combustion engine fleet.

&ithough it could be argued that many of the current maladies visibt-

in these development subsystems would be ironed out in a production

activity, several problem areas are generic to the design approach.

Hydrogen gas generation, and the resulting possibility of

explosion, is a concern for all aqueous batteries. Tn JPL tests, thu

situation, however, is far worse for couples involving nickel. The

Eagle-Picher and Westinghouse nickel-iron batteries produced

respectively 23 and 30 times as much hydrogen per charge/discharge

cycle as the Globe improved state-of-the-art lead-acid subsystem in JPL

tests (Ref 12). As a result, Eagle-Picher was given a contract to

investigate the flame _,enchlng capabilities of several candidate

devices to prevent the propagation of flame within batteries having
central watering/venting subsystems. No satisfactory solution has been

identified to this point.

By far, the most tlme-consumlng maintenance item experlenced by

JPL and fleet operators as well, is battery watering. Semlautomated,
single point watering subsystems have been a part of the most recent

battery subsystems evaluated by JPL. None of these, however, worked

very well and the related safety issue which results when all cells are

connected by common plumbing may be unacceptable. An alternative is

the development of sealed technologies. There is little doubt that if

the major automobile manufacturers were to produce electrlc vehicles,

they would have co be based on a sealed battery technology.

Unfortunately, few battery developers are taking that approach

choosing, rather, to modify current designs in an evolutionary manner.

In the meantime, in an effort tn support the current electric

veh£cle _leet being operated by several _,t[lities (DOE Site ODerator

:, Program) JPL managed two contracts to supply a prototype battery
management subsystem. The effort relies on the state-of-charge

indicator previously developed by Gould, Inc. (with the adaptive

algorithm) married to a charge and management sIJbsystem _]eveloped by

General Telephone and Electronics Labnratorles.
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C. COMPLETE VKflICLE fiYfiTEMfi

Bao_ua_ the automobt.]o lu such a comple_ system, the industry has

_ traditionally only regarded testa of a complete vehlela as the ultimata

prngf nf co[Icept. Although mtl(:heffort Ls app]led tn the d.velopment

of cc)mponentu all,|subsystoms, [t Im l|ttle more than a [a|x_tatory

curlouslty until that componant/.ubsystem has bean fully integrated and

proven in the system environment. The elactrlc vflh[ola is an equally
_omplex system. It has many of the same complexltlas as a conventlonal

vehicle, and while it eliminates several un.leairable features, it adds

new ones of its c_m.
u:

JPL has managed three major programs resulting in complete vehicle

systems. The first two, initiated by ERDA in 1976, were run

concurrently and invest£g_tad the performance potential and economic

I_ viability of a near-term electric vehicle amenable to mass production

'. in the 1980s. Recognizing that all-electric vehicles would not be

directly competitive with general-purpose conventional vehicles due to

r_nge limitations, the Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle [NTHV] Program was

initiated in 1978. All three developments were phased activities and
are briefly described below_

i. Near-Term Electric Vehicle Program

The goals of the NTEV Program included the followingz

(i) Respond to the Public Law 94-413 requirement that DOE

Lp determine an optimum overall electric vehicle design.

(2) Assist industry in accelerating advancements in

electric vehicle technologies.

(3) Provide analytical and test methodologies and tools

for application by industry to electric vehicle system
technology.

(4) Identify areas requiring increased R&D attention.

(5) Provide a national data base to enable determination

of technology advances and provide standards of

performance.

The vehicle performance objectives established for the Program

required considerable improvement overall, compared to the performance

of vehicles previously developed (Table i). _or example, the

urban/suburban driving range of 120 km (75 m[) between battery

recharges was roughly 50% better than had been demonstrated tn date.

The Phase I trade-off and preliminary design studies by contractors on
the NTEV Program showed that such significant improvements were

possible by incorporating current and near-term technology in all

elements of an integrated vehicle system. Major technology

breakthroughs were not a requlrement; however, different vehi._le design

concepts identified during the studies did require the evolutionary
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Table I. Near-Term Electric Vahlc]_ Program Obje,=tives

Performance

Suburban driving ranqm 120 km (75 mr)

Passenq_r _'apacity 4 Adults

Cruislnq speHd gO km/h (55 mph)

Passing sp_ed |OO km/h (60 mph)

Acceleration, 0-50 km/h (0-I0 mph) 9 s

Merging Time 40-90 km/h (25-55 mph) 18 s

Speed on 5%, 1.6-km (l.-ml) grade 80 km/h (50 mph)

Cost (1975 Dollars)

Initial $5000

Life Cycle $0.09/km ($0.15/mi)

Scheduled Maintenance $0.01/km ($0.02/mi)

.... Operation and Malntainabillt 7

Life I0 yr

160,000 km (I00,000 mi)

Unserviced Park Duration 7 d

Ambient Temperature Kange -29to+50oC (-20to+125OF)

Recharge Energy 300 Wh/km (500 Wh/ml)

Recharge Timel ll0 V/30 A Service 6 h

Safety

Safety Standards Meet all 1977 Federal

Motor Vehicle Saftey

Standards

development of specific components from available technologT. Thus,

the near-term electric vehicle was a vehicle designed (rather than

adapted) to_ (I) the particular requirements of the electric

powertrain, 42) the use of e_Istlng and near-term technology, and

(3) the use of fabrication techniques which were amenable to mass

production in the mld-1980s.
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Foll_ing the Phase I studies, the General Electric Company and

GarrettfAiResearch L44nufacturing Company of California were selected
from among the Ph_e I contractors to continue into Phase I_. Phase II

required that the contractors 9repare detailed designs of their

pro._osed cars and that they develop and fabricate complete integrated

test vehicles for evaluation. The two contractors chose

philosophically different design approaches, as discussed below and

shown in Figures 6.a and 6.b.

The design optimization process involved trade-oils between

powertrain, 8uspenslon, body and structure, and other elements of the

car. Because of the limited energy storage of curr_nt and near-term

batteries, the car's weight, aerodynamic drag, and rolling resistance
were reduced to increase range and reduce motor power requirements.

Energy losses in batteries, cabling, motor, and transmission were

reduced, and as much as possible, the energy dissipated during coast

and brakingwaS to be recovered and stored for future use.

While the bulk of the performance increase realized in the HTEVs

resulted from this optimization process, each contractor also

identified areas where limited, short-term development could

significantly aid in meeting cost and performance goals. For example,

General Electric developed the first potential low-cost, high-power

(400 &) transistor module for application to armature choppers, and

Garrett developed a lightweight fiberg£ass/Kevlar flywheel to store

energy to aid in load-leveling the battery. While specifically

developed for the NTEV Program proof-of-concept vehicles, these devices

have general application to electric and hybrid vehicleb of many

designs and have already resulted in the acceleration of several

technologies which are crucial to the ultimate success of the electric
car.

As part of the HTEV Program, improved lead-acid batteries were

also developed. Higher energy densities (20-30% better than golf-cart

and electric vehicle batterleq formally marketed) and longer llfe were

among the goals.

a. General Electrlc/Chrysler Electric Passenger Car

The General Electric/Chrysler electric test vehicle (ETV-I) used a

relatively conventional but highly optimized design for both the

powertrain and the body/chassls. System design was controlled by an
overall system 8peclficatlon, subsystem specifications, and interface

specifications between major subsystems. _ight control and powerless

•ccounting were also controlled by specifications. Particular emphasis

was placed on minimizing energy losses because of the limitations

inherent in using lead-acid batteries.

A sli_gle, separately-excited DC motor was used, driving the front

wheels through a flxed-ratio transmission. Speed control was by means

of field and armature choppers, and regenerative braking was

incorporated. Eighteen improved lead-acid propulsion batteries were

packaged in a tunnel extending from behind the drivetraln and front
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a. General Electric/Chrysler ETV-I

b. Garrett _iResearch ETV-2

Fig,]re 6. Two Electric Test Vehicles
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suspension into the rear compartment. The tunnel width was minimized

in the passenger compartment by usin_ a single row of batteries. This

reduced width resulted in less frontal area than is possible with

side-by side batteries. Extensive wind-tunnel testing produced a body

design with a low drag coefficient. Low frontal area, combined with

the final body design, resulted in exceptionally low aerodynamic drag.

Changes to the exterior were coordinated with styling and manufacturing

to ensure a final design that was aerodynamlcally clean a_ well as

attractive and producible. Details of the development and design can

be found in the Phase II report produced for JPL by General Electric

(Ref. 17).

b. Garrett Electric Passenger Vehicle

The Garrett AiResearch electric test vehicle (ETV-2) used advanced

technology in both the powertrain and the body/chassis. The system

design approach emphasized the development of an innovative powertrain

subsystem and its integration into the vehicle design. Weight and

power budgets were used as tools to aid in achieving performance

objective.

The powertrain incorporates a flywheel to provide transient power

for hlgh-power modes such as acceleration and hill climbing.

Regenerative braking energy is stored in the flywheel. Using

flywheel-stored energy reduced the peak current rating required of
electrical components, such as switching devices and the maln traction

motor. The load-leveling effect of the flywheel reduces battery peak

current drain and aids in extending battery life. An additional

benefit is that the acceleration capability cZ the car does not degrade

as the battery pack is discharged during daily use. The 18

tubularplate lead-sold propulsion batteries were packaged in a tunnel

extending from the front of the car through the passenger compartment.

The powertrain was packaged in the rear compartment. Batteries were

mounted two-abreast throughout the tunnel, except for the two rear

batteries, which were mounted in tandem in order to provide more hip

room in the rear seat.

The body is of unitized design and was made of light weight

fiberglass-reinforced plastic. Plastic glazing was also used along

with other weight-saving features. These features resulted in a

potential 10% reduction in curb weight compared to conventional

automotive design practice. Reference 18 contains the ETV-2

development details.

Both the ETV-I and ETV-2 vehicles were delivered to JPL for Phase

III Test and Evaluation. The ETV-I represented a significant step

forward in the development of an acceptable electric passenger

vehicle. Developed using a total system design approach, the various
electrical and mechanical subsystems were properly integrated to

produce an aesthetically pleasing vehicle having outstanding energy

economy. The ETV-2, assisted by its electromechanical flywheel,

demonstrated rather impressive acceler_ on performance wh£1e providing
a load-leveled environment to the battery subsystem. The energy lost
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in overcoming the flywheel parasitic drag, however, _:aused the overall

system efficiency and energy consumptLon to be poor. Both vehicles

suffered from battery subsystems which delivered less performance than

expected. The complete results of the JPL test programs are reported

in References 19 and 20, respectively.

Although the current overall Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Program

emphasis has changed, the major goal of the NTFV Program was to

convince both industry and the consumer that the electric vehicle could

be a viable and desirable transportation option. The direct way to

achieve that _al was to demonstrate the technology at the vehicle

system level. T11e consumer buys total system performance and is not

sensitive to whether that performance is derived from a better battery,

a better transmission, or a better controller. The system approach

assures that the pieces fit together to fulfill consumer performance
demands.

Application of the system engineering approach in the NTEV Program

produced a marked enhancement in performance, styling, maintainability,

and safety of electric vehicles. While system, subsystem, component,

and battery development programs continue to offer promis_ of even

better electric vehicles in the future, this first step showed that

electric vehicles had the potential to progress from curiosities to a

marketable reality in the near future.

2. Near-Term Hybrid Vehicle Program, Phase I

Because of the complexity and potential diversity of possible

hybrid vehicle candidates, four contractors were selected to conduct

mission analysis, engineering trade-off analysis studies and

preliminary vehicle design. At the conclusion of this effort, each

contractor submitted proposals for a Phase II final design and vehicle

build activity. All studies concluded that parallel hybrid propulsion

configurations (where both the heat engine and electric motor are

mechanically coupled to the drive wheels) were superior to series

configurations (all drive power provided by the electric motor}. Each

design projected significant petroleum eavlngs which were a function of

the cost and performancel the sensitivities to these parameters varied,

however, due to differences in battery life and cost assumptions.

After a rigorous procurement evaluation, the General Electric

Company (Corporate R_D) was selected to proceed with a 2-yr effort to

develop a hybrid test vehicle. The general objective of the Hybrid

Test Vehicle Program was to develop an experimental integrated

powertraln, consisting of both an internal combustion engine and an

electric motor and to evaluate the powertraln in a passenger car

a_pllcatlon. The Phase I study had indicated that a hybrid vehicle

could save 50-75% of the petrole,_m used by a conventional vehicle

without sacrificing mobility, performance or comfort. Mission analysis

had Rhown that hybridizing a 5 or 6 passenger vehicle offered the
greatest potential for saving fuel. The reference vehicle selected for

comparison with the hybrid test vehLc]e was a projected 1985 version of

the General Motors Intermedlate-slze (A-body) cart although it was
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"_ recognized that the hybrid test vehicle would necessarily be limited by

ItM 1980 chassis technology.

_le primary hybrid test vehicle requirements included:

(I) Capacity for five adult passengers

(2) Equivalent cargo capacity to the internal combustion

engine baseline

(3) Continuous cruise speed of 90km/h (56 mph)

(4) Acceleration from 0 to 90 km/h (56 mph) in less than
15 s

(5) Capability of climbing a 37% grade at 90 km/h (56 mph)

(6) Ability to meet applicable Federal Motor Vehicle

Safety Standards (September 1978)

(7) Ability to meet 1981 Federal Statutory Emission
Standards

An important design goal for the hybrid test vehicle was to

achieve a vehicle design with an average llfe-cycle operating cost

(_/mi) competitive with the reference internal combustion engine

vehicle at projected 1985 gasoline and electricity prices.

To minimize development cost, the hybrid test vehicle was designed

to make maximum use of existing production components. The body center

section and the interior were taken from a General Motors A-body Buick

Century (1980). The hybrid test vehicle was stylized both front and

rear. It features front-wheel drive, independent front suspension,

power rack-and pinion steering (modified Chrysler K-car) trailing arm

and beam rear suspension, power brakes (General Motors E-body), and air

conditioning. Morse Hy-Vo type 2300 chains are used to transfer torque

from the heat engine and the electric motor.

Because of the inherent complexity, two mule vehicles, employing

progressive degrees of sophistication, were created and tested enroute

to the final hybrid test vehicle.

The hybrid test vehicle powertraln schematic (Figure 7) shows the

various components in the hybrid powertrain. As indicated, both the

gasoline engine and the electric motor can be coupled into or decoupled

from the drlveline using clutches whose operation is controlled by the

microprocessor.

The heat engine is a 1.7 liter, fuel injected gasoline engine

manufactured by Volkswagen/Audi developing 74 SAE horsepower at

5000 rev/min. & key feature of the hybrid test vehicle is the on/off

operation of the engine, which means that the engine is operating only

when its output is needed to power the vehicle. _ sp,,clal fast-actlng
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ENGINE
FLYWHEEL

CLUTCH

S_._.. FUELINJECTED

GASOLINE VEHICLE CC_NTROLLER
ENGINE (MICROC, PUTER)
55 kW

CHAIN J

I
WHEEL J 3-SPEED WHEELAUTOMATIC

J GEARBOX

j FINAL DRIVE

I
J CLUTCH

(MODULATED)
I I I ocSEPARATELYI

EXCITED
ELECTRICMOTOR
34 kW/PEAK

POWER LEAD-ACID
CONDITIONING _- BATTERIES
UNIT 770 Ib/12.5 kwh

(BATTERYSWITCHING
AND FIELDCHOPPER)

Figure 7. Schematic ,)f the Hybrid Test Vehicle

Propulsion Subsystem (Ref. 21)
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clutch was designed which permits starting and stopping the engine in
less than 0.3 s.

The electric motor is a General Electric DC, separately excited

motor with a continuous rating of 24 horsepower and a speed range of

2400 rev/min (base speed) to 6000 rev/mln. The motor is controlled by

battery switching and a transistorized field chopper.

The batteries were a special high-power-density design developed

by the Globe Division of Johnson Controls. The battery pack consists

of ten 12-V modules weighing approxlmatel y 830 Ib (including the

container and support equipment).

Details of the development and design of the hybrid test vehicle

(Figure 8) can be found in Reference 21.

After delivery to JPL, the hybrid test vehicle underwent the Phase

III Test and Evaluation part of the program (Ref. 22). The hybrid test

vehicle was found to have successfully demonstrated the integration and

application of several new or previously unproven technologies,

including on/off internal combustion engine operation in a

hybrid-vehlcle application, dual power subsystem blending with

acceptable drivability, and a microcomputer-based complex vehicle

control subsystem performing closed-loop power control, transmission

shifting, and starting clutch modulation.

i

D. SYSTEM-LEVEL TEST AND EVALUATION

I. Background

Many new technologies and disciplines grew out of the space

: program. Several painful lessons were learned en route to developing
successful spacecraft. The concept of system-level testing is a prime

: example. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory and other aerospace contractors

.: found out early on that the practice of bringing together even

carefully designed subsystems for final assembly and check-out always

resulted in the discovery of unanticipated and often very challenging

new problems due to "system interactions". The development of

sophisticated electric and hybrid vehicles poses many of the same

generic problems and can, therefore, benefit substantially from an

integrated approach to system design, development and testing.

2. System-Level Testing

!

Although a vehicle's natural environment is outdoors and on the

road, it is virtually impossible to conduct precision tests under those

conditions. The vagaries of weather, road conditions, and the

requirement for onboard test instrumentation combine to thwart any

serious attempt to quantify subsystem operations making up the total

system performance. _ithough not simple, precision dynamometer testing

provides the only reasonable alternative.
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The key to accurate dynamometer testing lies in the setup

procedure, based on road-load determinations. Coastdown testing is the

moat direct method by which to obtain the necessary information.

Although it is a simple principle, properly conducted tests are, in

reality, very difficult to perform; the wide range of weather and
seasonal effects require that sufficient precision is adopted in order

to deduce aerodynamic and rolling resistance coefficients so that

standard condition principles can be applled I. This very demanding
procedure has been under development at JPL since 1975 and was first

reported in Reference 23. Testing of battery-powered vehlcles,

however, added a new and difficult dimension to these well-developed

automotive test procedures. New instrumentation had to be designed in

order to measure the hlgh-frequency chopped current signals.

Battery-charging procedures and test termination criteria had to be
developed through iterative processes. Standardized test procedures

were developed (e.g., initial electrolyte temperature). In addition to

these, one must deal with an energy source (the battery) which varies

with age and use pattern (each discharge ks dependent on the profile of

the previous discharge). Nevertheless, by appreciating and addressing

all of these problems, the system-level engineering test activity at

JPL has provided the electric and hybrid vehicle community in general,

and component (mainly battery) manufacturers in particular, with a

credible test capability for making subsystem and total vehicle

evaluations. Because dynamometers have often been used in the past as

imprecise loading devices for relative measurements, a skepticism

exists in the minds of many regarding dyno results. Often uncontrolled

vehicle tests on city streets and highways carry more credibillty with

the uninformed. In an effort to address that issue, carefully

conducted track (road) tests were performed on the ETV-1 following dyno

testing (Ref. 24). The results indicated that when both types of tests

are carefully controlled and performed, the results will be identical,

although track testing is far more difficult and expensive to perform

properly.

During FY79, dynamometer tests were conducted with the so-called 2

x 4 vehicles in order to determine requirements for vehicle integration

of the batteries from the near-term program (nickel-zinc, nlckel-iron,

and improved lead-acld). It was anticipated that'these requirements
could be incorporated into specifications to be used in the procurement

of vehicles for deplo_,uent An the DOE Electric and Hybrid Vehicle

Technology Demonstration Program. The engineering tests indicated that

although significant range improvement relative to standard golf-cart

lead-sold batteries could be demonstrated, there were serious

development deficiencies in both the batteries and the 2 x 4 vehicles
(Ref. ll). As a result, it was recommended that DOE indefinitely

postpone its plan to procure a number of these "upgraded" vehicles for

the Demonstration Program.

More recently, the system-level test activities have taken two
distinct forms:

iIf this approactl [s not takers, even carefully conducted coastdown

tests could introduce dyno setup errors of huge proportions.
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(i) The investigation and evaluation of a pa_:ticular

component or subsystem (i.e., developmental batteries)
in the system environment.

(b) The test and evaluation of the vehicle itself.

The first, and perhaps most notable, complete vehicle system

evaluation performed by JPL was on the DOE ETV-I (Ref. lg). This

vehicle represented a true state-of-the-art electric vehicle and it was

recognized that it would become the benchmark against which all other

electric vehicles would be compared for years to come. It was also

anticipated that following test and evaluation, the ETV-I would be an

ideal testbed for system-level tests of developmental batter&es. For

these reasons, particular emphasis was placed on understanding the

detailed operation and energy flow throughout the vehicle. Figure g

shows, by component and loss mechanism, how the energy leaving the

battery tArminsls is consumed during an SAE J227a D driving cycle. As

a minimum, this sort of system-level engineering data is absolutely

required to evaluate the operation of a complex vehicle system. Having

such a detailed knowledge of the operation of this state-of-the-art

vehicle made it an ideal choice as a testbed for developmental

batteries. Batteries were not installed but were run through the ETV-I

powertrain by the use of an umbilical power cable.

Because batteries are to some degree dependent on the load

waveform , a second testbed was used as well. The Jet Industries 750

converted Rabbit pickup was chosensinceit employed a simpler, lower

frequency controller typical of current limited production electric

vehicles. In some cases the batteries were actually installed in the

plck-up bed in anticipation of limited dynamic environment (road

vibration, g-loads, etc.) evaluation. Tests of developmental batteries

in system environments provided by these two vehicles are reported in
References 12 and 13.

.. The ETV-2 (built by Garrett AiResearch), with its

electromechanical flywheel, was a much more complex drive-line.

Designed primarily to load-level the required battery output, the

system worked, but at great cost in overall efficiency due to parasitic

:. and standby energy demands. Acceleration performance was also enhanced

- due to tile additional short-term power available from the flywheel. A
complete report on the operation and evaluation of this vehicle is in

Reference 20. Because of the added complexity and variable states of

the flywheel, the ETV-2 was never used as a testbed.

The final vehicle development managed by JFL was the General

Electric hybrid test vehicle. This powertrain (Figure 7) was by far

the most complex system produced under the DOE Program. Testing and

evaluating it under the Phase Ill activity at JPL presented many new
challenges. The transient behavior of the various elements as a

function of power demand and battery state of charge required novel

approaches to the data gathering and interpretation process. To

address t_lese issues, a dedicated task was identified at JPL to devise

a hybrid test methodology while the hybrid test vehicle was still a

paper concept (Ref. 25). Two mule vehicles were developed as a part _f
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the Hybrid Test Vehicle Prngram to checkout and refine certain features

of the drivetrain prior to the final vehicle build. These vehicles

were also delivered to JPL and provided pathfinder rnles in the

refinement of the hybrid test procedures.

The design objectives of the hybrid test vshlcla were to provide a

general purpose, 5-passenger vehicle which w. uld save a significant

amount of petr_',let_ (compared to a conventional internal combustion

engine counte%'_rt) while meeting thm varioui statutory regulations for
emissions and _fety. Because of the power management strategy adopted

by the hybrl,' test vehicle which requires the heat engine to start
instantly (o.. ,amain off for long periods), it is both formidable and

unfair to require that emission standards be rigidly interpreted and

enforced at every point in time. Rather, one must look at the

= contribution over some longer, more meaningful length of tJ.me_ sayr on

an annualized basis. It follows that fuel economy (and fuel savings)

should be viewed in much the same manner since it varies directly with

daily miles driven (battery state-of-charge). £n order to analyze data

from this context, it was necessary to develop statistically valid

annual travel patterns and then synthesize the test data from Federal

urban and Highway cycles over the annual pattern.

The hybrid test vehicle, even though based on 1980 technology,

demonstrated the capability of a hybrid vehicle to achieve significant

net petroleum savings while maintaining the performance and range

characteristics of internal combustion engine vehicles. Table 2
indicates that the hybrid test vehicle did, in fact, meet Its primary

goal of significant petroleum savings over the reference vehicle I,

The complete results of the JPL Phase Ill testing can be found in

savings by such improvements as: (I) reduced weight and improved

aerodynamics as used in current (1984) internal combustion engine

vehIcles_ (2) a power management subsystem that emphasizes petroleum

savings by making additional use of the microprocessor control

subsystem and of driver-controlled performance selection/ and (3)

better matching of components to the hybrid vehicle system

(transmission, int,_rnal combustion engine, accessories, and especially

the battery).

E. SYSTEM ENGINEERING

JPL has been providing the DOE Program with system engineering on

several fronts. Systems principles are always present in any

successfully managed task. Nowhere }_ the system role more important,

however, than in the determination of development rsquirements. This

provides the critical llnk between the overall Program objectives and

the implementation of a structured development plan.

iThls was accc)mplished by using Delco rlicke!-zinc batte,°les which

were a much better match to the system requirements than the Globe

[ead-acld batteries ,lellvered with tile hybrid test vehicle.

E
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Table _. Hybrid Test Vehicle Annual Average Performance
(Derived from Ref. 22)

Fuel Economy, ml/gal Petroleum Hayed, %

Drivlng

Cycle
HTV 1980 Ref 1985 Ref IgH0 Ref 1985 Ref

Federal Urban 43 21 24 51 44

Federal llighway 34 29 34 15 0

Combined Urban and 39 23 27 40 31

Highway

alncludes that portion of equivalent fuel required to generate the

necessary electrical energy.

I. The Systems Role

The phrase "system engineering" is clearly overused and often

misunderstood. Although it is a somewhat nebulous concept, having many

interpzetations, it is essential to any efficient engineering process.

A close cousin to "common sense", the system approach is a structured

method by which to iteratively move from the general goals and

requirements to the specific system implementation.

In order to guide technology development and provide some

measurement of progress, intelligent goal-setting is absolutely

essential. The system approach to goal setting, promoted by JPL,

focuses on the primary goal of the DOE Programl namely, significant

petroleum displacement through the introduction of electric vehicles

into this nation's personal transportation fleet. This requires an

analysis of the probable missions or use patterns of vehicle concepts,

followed by the application of tradeoff studies to determine which
elements of the vehicle subsystems contribute most significantly to the

performance objectives. The success equation has many other dimensions

beside the obvious performance parameters of range, acceleration rate,

and energy consumption. Equally important are the broader implications
suggested by such items as:

(i) Cost (initial and operatiug)

(2) Safety

(3) Reliability

(4) Comfort and drivabillty
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(5) Supporting infrastrueture

(6) Mater Late avat tabiLtty

These am:| other _.nn_Ldoratlfms mneit be ldentifle_d and f,_tor_d

tnt(} the subsystem development process.

2, Subsystem Development

More than any other component, the battery suhsy3tem affects and

is aff,_cted by the rest of the vehicle system, Because of its pivotal

role, _t provides an excellent example of why subsystem development

must be _Ided by a strong system activity. A development process

philosophy must exist, either formally or informally, for a subsystem

to be successfully developed. A major white paper and several

presentations to DOE and the field centers were delivered by JPL during

1982 in an effort to bring the system discipline to the overall DOE

Program. Figure i0, a schematic representing an idealized subsystem

development process, was used for discussion purposes.

The DOE goal is the pro_ess driver which suggests a range of

appropriate vehlcle/misslon targets from which the related subsystem

goal sets are developed. An analytical methodology was developed to

evolve battery subsystem requirements consistent with these

objectives. Figure ii, from Reference 26, is a simple example of how

Program goals, interacting wLth system constraints, combine to yield

subsystem goal sets for a particular battery development activity.

These goals cannot simply be passed "under the door," never to be

reexamined. Figure ].0 indicates how interactive the process really

is. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory has continued to make the case that
by using such a methodology, subsystem and component development can be

properly gvided and influenced. This approach, if supported, maximizes

the probability of matching the subsystem development to the goals of

the Program and minimizes the unwelcome discovery of eleventh-hour

"show stoppers".

F. SYSTEM ASSESSHEHTS

One of the more important roles played by an organization having

the responsibility for system guidance, is the performance of periodic

assessments. These can be used to determLne baseline status, measure

progress against estlbllshed plans or to generate the goals _tpon which

strategic planning is based. Often these purposes are combined in

order to provLde the Insight necessary to eff[c!ently _ncns program
resources. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory has performed four ma_or
assessment tasks since !_78:

(I) The 1978 state-of-the-art assessment

(2) The hybrLd vehicle potei%t[al assessment
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(3) The advanced vehicle assessment

(4) The hybrid vehicle assessment

I. The 1978 State of the Art Assessment

An important input to planning any new program thrust is a

confident knowledge of the current status. To this end, JPL undertook

a task to identify electric and 'ibrid vehicles which were currently in

use, and to determine their strengths and shortcomings from the

perspective of individual and fleet users. Information was gathered

through the use of questionaires, telephone interviews and site

visits. The effort was truly international in scope includin 9 site

visits to users and manufacturers of electric and hybrid vehicles,

battery and component manufacturers, and administrative agencies in the

United States, United Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy, and Japan.

The resulting report (Ref. 27) concluded that although there was

significant enthusiasm evidenced by many individual and small corporate

enterprises, these ventures had not been able to produce electric

vehicles having widespread public acceptance; and that the underlying

reasons for this went well beyond the limited performance demonstrated

by these efforts. Specifically, the most severe impediments to the

acceptance of electric vehicles were initial cost, reliability and the

infrastructure necessary to support maintenance and repairs.

2. The Hybrid Vehicle Potential Assessment

Combining the best features of one system with the best features

of another has been an intriguing idea since the dawn of invention.

Flywheel assisted internal combustion engines were investigated in the

late 1800s in order to improve performance. Twenty years later,

internal combustion engines were combined with highly developed and

successful electric drlvetrains as a means of increasing range and

powering accessories. More recently (mid-1960s), the same combination

was reevaluated as a means to reduce atmospheric pollution. This

1978-1980 JPL hybrid study addressed the potential of the hybrid

concept to save petroleum. In particular, the study objective was to

determine if there were hybrid designs and applications offering large

enough reductions in pLtroleum usage to warrant major expenditure of

DOE R&D funds. A secondary purpose was to identify those critical

technical areas where RaD could be most usefully concentrated.

The study results (Ref. 28) indicated that the hybrid concept had

significant potential to save 50 to 80% of the petroleum presently

burned in conventional vehicles. Early results from this activity

served am tne technical basis for the DOE decision to move into the

hybrid test vehicle development previously discussed.
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3. The Advanced Vehicle Assessment

In support of the DOE Advanced Vehicle Development Project, JPL

was given a task to provide the technical foundation and make

recommendations for research to support the most promising nonpetroleum

electric or hybrid vehicles from a system perspective. The target was

a family of general purpose petroleum-fueled heat-engine vehicles in

the mld-1990s time frame. The approach was top-down and systematic in

the sense that the analysis was based on.the functional requirements of

the mission and vehicle rather than the capabilities or limitations of

the subsystem technologies. The flow chart of Figure 12 summarizes the

assessment methodology which was followed. This approach also

introduces the influence of industrial and consumer preference in the

development of technologies.

The task was initiated wlth the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle

Advanced Technology Seminar (Ref. 29) held at Caltech in December

1980. This provided a forum for the discussion of advanced concepts

and development projections. Accurat%ly projecting the march of

technology is a difficult assignment at best. However, significant

effort was expended to involve the technology developers and the

cognizant field centers in an evaluation and projection process

conducted by JPL (Ref. 30).

The system evaluation effort involved far more than simple

performance characteristics. The analysis endeavored to take into

account the many real but nebulous attributes which seriously affect

the operation or suitability of a system. For instance, driving

profiles were characterized by 24-h and annual use patterns to evaluate

the impact of start-up, shut-down, charging and other time-related

characteristics. Other factors included reliability, maintainability,

safety and aftermarket support requirements. Multi-attribute decision

analysis was used in order to determine the advanced vehlcle attribute

values and relative weightings that reflect the preferences of

high-level decision makers associated with the automotive industry.

Preliminary assessment results were presented during the summer of

1983. T_e general conclusion was that if battery developments

continued along their present evolutionary path, few could hope to find

application in a viable electric vehicle. The Jet Propulsion

Laboratory subsequently issued a multitude of small contracts to the

various battery developers requesting design flexibility information.

That is, developers were asked to determine whether they had sufficient

_eslgn flexibility to project a battery with more nearly the desired

qualities. This atmosphere set the tone for a second system assessment

seminar held in mld-December 1983 (Ref. 31). Following receipt of the

contract delivsrables, an independent panel of experts (under the

direction of JPL) evaluated and interpreted the design projections.

These were used as input in a refined system assessment methodology

which evaluated the various advanced component technologies for

electric and hybrid vehicle applications. Subsystem strengths and

weaknesses were identified so that DOE funding could be more accurately

targeted (Ref. I).
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Figure 12. Advanced Vehicle Assessment Methodolog7 (Ref. 5)
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4. The Hybrid Vehicle Assessment

Hybrid vehicles are generally regarded by the automobile industry

as promisinghigh-rlsk concepts with insufficient near-term potential

to stimulate significant private sector development initiatives. With

the background of the hybrid vehicle potential assessment (1980), the

development of the hybri_ test vehicle and the assessment methodology

of the advanced vehicle assessment, the hybrid vehicle assessment was

launched. Although hybrids were included in the advanced vehicle

assessment, only very simple configurations and strategies could be

considered. The assessment was the first study to comprehensively

identify and evaluate (for petroleum savings} the broad spectrum of

reasonable physical configurations and energy management (power

sharing) strategies. The e_tensive data base developed in support of
the advanced vehicle assessment was also used for the hybrid vehicle

assessment. Particular use was made of the mission definition

methodology (development of 24-h and annual use patterns) and the

projected characteristics of near-term and advanced batteries. 1 The

overall hybrid vehicle assessment strategy that was adopted is shown

schematically in Figure 13.

The analysis was based on the DOE Program objective to achieve

national petroleum savings and included the following assumptions:

(i) Future petrochemical fuel shortages are likely,, and

substantial petroleum savings will be required,

(2) Performance, comfort and safety of any hybrid concept

must be comparable to the characteEistlcs of 1990
conventional vehicles

(3) Annual travel patterns in 1990 will be similar to

those observed in 1978 (e.g., 1978 National _ersonal

Transportation Study data are valid)

(4) Consumers will require at least the level o_ mobility

presently enjoyed by a 50th percentile driver even in

a petroleum-scarce scenario.

The hybrid vehicle design analysis techniques were used to develop

alternate vehicle concepts, identify the major characterlstics of each

concept, select components, size the vehicle and evaluate energy

management strategies. Alternative designs were developed with the

r_quirement that passenger volume, cargo capacity and accetJsories be

similar to those of a reference vehicle of identical performance (with

zespect to speed, acceleration and gradabillty). Computer simulations

were performed to estimate the petroleum requirements of each

conceptual vehlcle. Petroleum savings potential was determined by

comDarlng the hybrid vehicle consumption to that of a conventional

iThe advanced vehicle assessment completed in late 1984

actually used updated battery characteristics after developers

responded to design flexibility issues.
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reference vehicle having identical performance and driven in the same

way. From this process, many hybrid vehicle designs promising

signlfieant fuel savings over their internal combustion engine

counterparts were identified. These con._eptual designs were not

sufficiently detailed to justify the preparation of vehicle production

cost estimates. Also excluded from the Phase I report (Ref. 32) are

issues of environmental requirements, aftermarket and infrastructure

requirements or electrical utility impacts.

5. Supporting Assessment Tools

The credibility of any assessment depends upon the methodology (or

logic-flow process) and the specific tools employed (math models, data

base, procedures, etc.). Many tools were created specifically for or

adapted to, the needs of the various JPL assessment activities. These
included:

(1) Vehicle simulation programs

(2) Component sizing routines

(3) Mission analysis (driving patterns)

(4) Multi-attribute decision analysis

a. Vehicle Simulation Programs

A comprehenslvs vehicle/component simulation tool is absolutely

essential to evaluate conceptual designs in support of the assessment

activities just described. Rather than building such a tool from
scratch, JPL contracted with General Research Corporation in 1978 to

modify and expand an existing program named ELVEC. ELVEC has been

continuously expanded and enhanced since that time and has been

available on the General Research Corporation timeshare network

(Ref. 33). For all the power and detail in this user friendly 16,000

llne program, there were some limitations due to its architecture.
Design optimization in particular required a significant amount of data

manipulation and off-line analysis. As a remedy, a contract was placed

with the University of Florida to bring ELVEC (and HE&VM, a Boeing Co.

developed electric and hybrid vehicle simulator) into [_rtran 77
standards and to combine the best features of ELVEC and HEAVY with an

"optimization driver". This task will be completed by December 1984

and will be available through a timeshare arrangement through the

University of Florida.

Other simulation tools have also been used at JPL to support

electric and hybrid vehicle activities on an ad hoc basis. The HYVEC

program is a specialized, but generally undocumented, vehicle simulator

which was originally conceived to analyze the Garrett flywheel-electrlc

E'_-2 powertrain during its development. A modified version of HYVEC

was taken and used by General Electric in the development of the hybrid

test vehicle. The ease with which many physical configurations could
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be modeled made HYVEC th_ simulator of choic_ for the hybrid vehicle
assessment.

b. Component Sizing Routines

To perform fair eval_lations of competing alternative design

concepts, it is necessary to abide b7 a rigid set of component sizing

rules. The general guideline is that for any vehicle class, the

operator would perceive identical performance, comfort and utility

regardless of the componentry. The process is iterative in nature and

is represented schematically in Figure 14. The performance

rsquirements which drive the component sizing are acceleration,

gradability and range. Acceleration requires a short burst of power

but the grade requirement lasts for several minutes. Electric motors

can provide up to 200% of their rated power for 30 s, but may be

limited to about 110% for 3 to 5 min unless external cooling is

provided. Transmissions and heat engines can be sized on the peak

power (usually acceleration). For batteries, the peak power

requirement of the cycle or acceleration determines the battery weight

if the battery is power-limited (i.e., power capability becomes too low

to meet the cycle before the battery runs out of energy). For an

energy limited battery, the weight is governed by the requirements of

the range parameter. It is also necessary to include a weight

propagation factor due to the interactive weight growth of associated

structures and dynamic components°

In the case of a hybrid vehicle, where power requirements may be

shared between an electric drive and a heat-engine drive, the sizing

methodology is far less specificl options can only be bracketed in

terms of volume available, battery mass fraction, total vehicle weight,
etc.

c. Mission Analysis

A measure of acceleration, gradability performance or energy

economy at cruise conditions is important, to be sure, but since real

vehicles switch continuously between all these modes, any single one

cannot itself provide the measure of goodness. A driving cycle, or a

series of cycles, approximating the type of duty cycle a vehicle might

actually eKperience, must be the basis upon which alternative concept

vehicles are compared. For many subsystems, and batteries in

particular, the use pattern (trips per day, length of trips, etc.) may

be as important as the cycle itself. Such attributes as thermal loss,

self-discharge, charge time, etc. can only be evaluated by introducing

the rigors of daily and annual use patterns. To support the various

dPL assessment activities, a task was created to develop these missions.

The National Personal Transportation Study conducted b7 the U.S.

Department of Transpo ration in 1977-1978 (Ref. 34) provided the basis

for this effort. By applying standard statistical methods to this

information, probability functions for daily travel were operated on by

a Monte Carlo simul_tion to yield annual travel patterns. The result
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for a 60th percentile vehicle traveling 16,000 km/yr is nhown in

Wigllre 15. Portions of the Env[rnnmental Protection Agency urban and
highway cycles were u_ed to define the various profiles associated with

certaln trip lengths. 'Phe speclf|cs of this task are reported in
Reference 35.

F_ach Of the concept vehicles considered in either the advanced

vehicle or hybrid vehicle assessments wet_ evaluated under these annual
use pattern conditions. Although several important tlme-dependent

parameters were still ignored, this procedure identified many strengths

and weaknesses of the competing subsystems which might otherwise have

gone unnoticed.

d. Multi-Attribute Decision Analysis

In the course of conducting assessments, one must deal with a

collection of uncertainties beyond the obvious uncertainty of

projecting technological advances. This former group includes such
matters as:

(i) Wh_t are the important issues or attributes which
should be con_idered?

(2) How should these attributes be ordered or given a

weighted ranking?

Multi-attrlbute decision analysis is a process which provides

information to declsion-makers for comparing and selecting from among

complex alternative systems in the presence of uncertainty. The

methodology of multi-attrlbute decision analysis is derived from the

techniques of operations research, statistics, economics, mathematics,

and psychology (Ref. 36).

Every analysis involving the preference ranking of alternative

systems requires two kinds of models. A system model and a value

model. The system model describes the alternative systems available to

the declsion-makers in terms of the risk and possfble outcomes that
could result from e%ch. The value model assesses the outcomes in terms

of the preferences of the decision-makers for the various

alternatives. The output of the value model is a multlattribute

utility function value for each outcome. These outcome utilities are

entered back into the system model where an alternative system utility

can be calculated for each alternative simply by taking the expected

utility value of the outcomes associated with each alternative system.

% schematic of this process is shown in Figure 16. This structured

methodology involving personal interviews with 30 to 40 high-ranking

decision mekers, was an effective way to address those important market

issues and forces otherwise ignored _£ misunderstood. This activity

clearly identified that cost, maintenance and safety issues were the

most significant factors in the choice of a vehicle.

I
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Ill. MAJOR F_INDING,q

i _. Thn pr.vioua ace:lion of thlH rap(_rl- hrl_sfly highliqht.d th- males'

activiti_,s undertaken by the JPL Electric and llybrld Vahlc. lt_ Pr,)],_¢'.t

: alnc.e its inception. Each _)f t.h, hae ape_-ifit' tanks resulted Irl

informati_)ns useful, t.n the Elac.trlc and llybrld V.hl¢:le Proqram _nd watl
conveyed through either deliu_rahte ,'el)arts tQ l)Ok' or preaent+It.l.ons l_i,

tile open literatt_re and other f_rums. It is nc)t tile inlrp_n_ of thta

section to cull and restate the deta|Is of each actlvity's

conclusions. 5"hat information Is beat gleaned from the context of each

specific report which is ,_ither referenced or llsted [n the

Bibliography. Rather, this section dQvelops its parspeGtive by moving
back one level of abstraction in orde, tc view the broader issues of

major findings and lessons learned which cut across all the various

technical disciplines.

.......A tremendous amount of eX_l-r_t--t-_c-_n--rd'a-l--_6"@_[-_a_--5-een ................

accomplished during the 7 yr course of this Program. DOE, JPL and the

other field centers can be justifiably proud of their accomplishments

which are many. The real value o_ a review, however, is not to praise

the successes but to draw wisdom from error. Hindsight is said to be

_0/20; therefore, viewing activities from that perspective can yield

valuable insights. Some of the following issues are raised, not to be

critical, but to provide the context from which to consider the
"lessons learned". Any activity can benefit fr, n an honest evaluation

of its strengths and weaknesses. It is in that _piEit that the

following comments are offered.

A. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

the single most important element of any successful Program

structure is its overall goal. It is the central driver which gives

purpose to all the supporting activities. Conversely, all activities

must find their justification in the fulfillment of this goal.

" Significant petroleum displacement through the introduction of electric

and hybrid vehicles into the transportation fleet mix has been a

" _rimary goal of the DOE Electric and Hybrid Vshicle Program since its

inception. Other objectives have found favor as well depending upon

the economic or political climatel these include emergency preparedness

and long-range R&D.

The petroleum displacement goal is at once easy to vlsual_ze _nd

difficult to accomplish. This is because much of the strategic plan

necessar_ to accomplish that g_al is beyond the control of the DOE. 'Po

displace a significant amount of petroleum, hundreds of thousands of

electric and hybrid vehlc_es must be produced, sold and ;_se4, thu_

requiring huge investments by Industry in plants and equipment.

External events such as synfuels coming on line or a 91ent[ful gasoline

g_pp!7 (as now l_e),::eived) _:ar_prevent the )_(_:_'--]sary ma_,*t ac_;_*ptan,?f

of the vehlcles_ Most si_llf[cantly, it re,|ulre:_ a retu£n to the type

of activities characte__ized as "commercializatirm" wh_e th_ DC)E w,_14

(_9/6
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necessarily assume some of the risks found unacceptable by industry.

While there may be some support for thi_ type of program by the public

and in Congress, there appears to be no support for such a program in

the present administration.

The Emergency Preparedness obJoctive requires the development of a

rapidl_ _eployable, nonpetroleumvehlcle option to be used in the event

of a long-term petroleum disruption. The Program's main interest would

be the establishment of plans, production demonstrations, mothballing

of assembly lines and stockpiling of certain materials to allow the

rapid startup of production of vehicles in an emergency period. This ........

option could be compared to building a second strategic petroleum

reserve. The cost of the R&D and planning for this program would be

high, but the actual implementation costs in an emergency would be

enormous. Again, while the public and certain members of Congress

would have some interest, the current administration would not.

The Long-Range R&D thrust develops generic technology to support

an eventual transition away from petroleum in personal transportation

vehicles. It is basically a level-of-effort activity with few tangible

or immediate objectives; thus providing the freedom to address all

types of technology with little focus. This sort of program has

-'"I_ complete autonomy and does not nec_ cooperation from industry. It does

_ not have to concern itself with any type of commercialization activity
and thus cost goals need play no important role.

I The latter is endorsed by the present administration._ Unfortunately, this approach will not satisfy the primary DOE goal

_I since _ gap will always exist between the development of this
technology and its readiness for production. The time constants are

such (in our domestic automotive industry) that they _annot react at

the rates necessary to take advantage of market force opportunities

brought on by the inevitable economic swings unless production-level

technology exists. Much of that gap cannot be addressed with a

long-range, generic R&D charter; and the industry perceives development

to be too high-risk or low-priority to be seriously pursued. Foreign

manufacturers, however, enjoying complete governmental support and

demonstrating a much shorter time constant, would likely be in a

position to develop and take the marknt for themselves. While this may

satisfy the primary DOE Program goal, it does so at great cost to the

domestic auto industry.

The point of the previous discussion is thisz social, political

and economic forces have been changin_ dramatically over the 7-yr llfe

of this program.

(I) The pe_vasi petroleum shortages of the seventies.

which spaw_eu the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Program,

have dlsapienred and the sense of urgency to provide
alternatives has subsided as well.

(2) The philosophy held by the admlnistrat_on has moved

from embracing government-sponsored commerciallzation

programs to eradicating them altogether.
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(3) The economy has been on a roller-coaster as inflation

shot up in the late seventies followed by a period of

deep recession and now cautlous recovery.

In short, this has not been the sort of climate necessary to

successfully bring about change. Orderly evolution requires periods of

relative stability with external forces remaining constant or

predictable. This has certainly not been the case in regards the

Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Program. As a result, these mixed forces

have worked to confuse the focus of not only the Program strategy but

that of the various tasks and activities being performed by the field

centers as well. Many tasks which had a clear purpose when conceived

were cf questionable value when completed. Some activities were

modified, midstream, to reflect th_ changing environment while others

were merely truncated. This is not to say that little of value was

accomplished. On the contrary, the technology has made major advances

in many areas. But, given the benefit of a more stable environment,

and clearly defined goals resulting in a uniform strategy, far more

could have been accomplished.

_. TECHNICAL PROGRESS

When the ERDA/DOE Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Program was launched

in 1976, many argued that marketable electric vehicles were only

awaiting significant improvements in the performance and cost of

batteries. That statement is more true today than it was 8 yr ago.

Major refinements in motors, controllers and vehicle system design have

evolved to the point that the only significant technical hurdle

remaining is the energy storage technology. These improvements have

combined to reduce the performance requirements of a battery

subsystem. The gap between what is asked of energy storage subsystems

and what they can presently do has been narrowed, to be sure, but

several nagging issues still rema%n. The reality is that improvements

in battery technology have been slower than many had anticipated.

In any developr, ent activlny, a set of goals provides the forcing

function. If these goals are either nebulous, incomplete or off

target, the success of the activity suffers. During the first few

years of the Program, battery goals were rather nonspeclfi¢ as befits a

research-t_q_e activity. It was acknowledged that energy, power and

cost parameters all needed improvement but no measurable or

quantifiable targets were specifically generated or enforced (other

than in support of the Near-Term Electric Vehicle Program, ETV-I and

ETV-2). This situation changes with the advent of the

commercla]ization thrusts of late 1979 and 1980. At this point, the

objectives of the battery R&D program became quite speclfic_ to develop

and provide: (1) _,lable near-termbatteries capable of powering
electric vehicles for i00 mi by 1986 and (2) advanced batteries capable

of powering electric vehicles for 150 mi by 1990. The Jet Propulsion

Laboratory and other fleld centers participated in analyses to convert

these top-level goals into specific battery development targets. The

intermediate requirements of range, acceleration, life and cost were
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subsequently translated into the now familiar near-term battery R&D

goals ofz

Specific Energy 56 Wh/kg at C/3

Specific Power 104 W/kg at 50% depth of discharge

Life 800 cycles at C/3

Cost 70 S/kWh (OEM}

Later review, coupled by the experience gained through In-vehicle

test activities have shown that these development goals were incomplete

and in some cases, inappropriate. That is, a battery subsystem could

be designed to meet all of the above stated goals and still be wholly

incapable of fulfilling the vehicle and Program _oals. It turns out,
in fact, that battery development goals are unique to each technology

and must be revisited many times during the course of the activity.

This issue was the subject of a JPL white paper presented to DOE in

early 1982. It concluded that to properly direct (or assess} an

electric vehicle battery development program, one must consider a

multitude of system constraints far beyond the four limited goals

currently being pursued. It went on to state that many of these
constraints were interactive and therefore could not be viewed

individuallyl rather that development should be integrated and directed

from a system perspective. Obviously, basic research had to remain

relatively unconstrained. However, the moment development efforts were

directed toward an electric vehicle application, the full consequence

of the system interface requirements must be addressed as completely

and honestly as possible. Only then could development efforts be

intelligently directed at the major technological barriers.

By ignoring these principles, many development activities have

focused on the wrong issues, making design choices which actually ran

counter to what was necessary. Specifying energy density and

cycle-life goals under constant current conditions has proved to be

unfortunate. 5_hile this may provide some useful information in

electrochemical circles, it has little significance in terms of vehicle

applications. It is entirely conceivable that two batteries could have

reversed rankings when viewing data from constant current or vehicle

duty.-cycle tests. The ubiquitous C/3 constant current discharge

requires a battery to be discharged at a rate such that it will be

depleted in 3 h. Therefore, batteries with significantly different

capacities were discharged under very different conditions making it

impossible to draw conclusions from the data regarding vehicle

applications. Soma efforts to improve cycle-life have been

ill-conceived. Electrolyte agitation for lead-acid batteries or

vibrating nickel-zinc plates (to reduce dendrite growth) are solution

paths which are probably unacceptable. Reliabillty, maintenance and

safety issues have been all but ignored in most battery development

activities. Although it has been argued that many of the current

maladies visible in these development subsystems would be ironed out in

a production version, some are inherent to the basic design approach.

Safety issues can rarely be delt with during test and reflnement3 it

must be designed in from the beginning.
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Perhaps the number one concern of a manufacturer today 18 p_oduct

liability. The Detroit OEMs are continually in the news concerning

_afety-related class-actlon suits and costly recall programs. They

will not put electric vehicles on the streets until they are convinced
that their reliability, maintenance and safety characteristlca are at

least as good as the present Inturnal combustion engine fleet. Sealed

battery technologies may be the only option acceptable to the

automotive community. If that is indeed the case, the whole direction

of some developments would have to be changed.

The point is this. the effort will likely end up off-target,

unless component development is continually guided by a strong system

role, which_

(i) Sets comprehensive, interactive requirements

(2) Evaluates progress

(3) Provides multiple feedback loops

C. SYSTEMS INTEGRATIOH

The DOE Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Program has been hampered by

the lack of a strong system integration activity. The various projects

and tasks conducted by JPL, Lewis Research Center, Argonne, Los Alamos,

Lawrence LivermoTe, Aerospace and others were operated in a rather

autonomous fashion. Zt is, of course, human and corporate nature to

carefully define turf boundaries only to mount raids resulting in

border disputes. Few natural urges exist, however which promote the

coordination and integration of activities. The Congressional funding

paths, reflected in the DOE organizational structure made coordination
at the field center level difficult at best. In an effort to

systematically coordinate the activities directed out of the two DOE

Divisions (Electric and Hybrid Vehicles and Energy Storage) and the
Electric, Hybrid and Advanced Vehicle Projects, JPL suggested the

creation of a Lead Center role. This function, proposed in 1980, was

envisioned to bring, under one management structure, the responsibility

fez integrating and directing (with DOE approval) the technical plans

and accomplishments of the various field centers. While DOE

Headquarters embraced the logic and value of such a role, the funding
necessary to support such a task caused several, less effective

alternatives to be considered. Ultimately, these efforts resulted in

the creation of the Project Integration Office which was limited to

providing little more than a mohitoring function.

It was not until the advent of the advanced vehicle assessment

i study, launched in FY81, that the lack of coordination in the

technology development process was clearly dramatized. Because this

i study involved a top-down system perspective of where the technologies
were heading, various inconsistencies, holes and gaps in the program

were easily discernable. Assembling the data necessary to support a

system-level assessment of the various battery technologies proved to

be a difficult task. The data standardization existing :n the industry
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is not geared toward elecuric vehicle applications. As a result,

information was gathered in various forms and had to be synthesized

(accepting the attendant uncertainties) in order to perform

evaluations. Simply stated, the data necessary to determine if battery

technologies (being developed for electric vehicle applications) were

suitable for that application, were largely unavailable.

In an effort to ameliorate that situation, JPL organized an

unofficial task force in September 1982. Representatives from JPL,

Argonne, Sandia and Aerospace were assembled to address the interface

between battery development and vehicle system considerations. A

development process philosophy was presented in order to provide the

context for discussion of a strawman set of data requirements. These

actions led to an official DOE headquarters sanction and charter for
the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Battery Test Working Task Force in

January 1983. This g;oup has been highly successful in building an

interface between the vehicle system and battery development

communities in the specific area of data requirements. From Figure i0,

one can see that data requirements are a key element in an integrated

...approae_-to._mp_ent_-development ......_he-.whole process, however,

involving goal setting and evaluation feed-back loops, has not yet been

officially endorsed. Untll a process involving all these elements is

understood, accepted, and implemented many oEportunities will continue

to exist for development activities to get olf-.track.

D. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

Electric and hybrid vehicles have the potential for providing

petroleum-free transportation (other than that used in the generation

of electricity) for short trips comprising approximately 50 to 75% of

total annual mileage driven in the U.S. Recognized limitations of

electric vehicles (available range) and hybrid vehicles (perceived

complexity) prevent their manufacture and use on a large scale at this

time because petroleum is readily available at an acceptable cost and

internal combustion engines are increasingly fuel efficient. However,

with the long term outlook of a costly and uncertain fuel supply, the

American public will, at some point, be willing to pay a premium for a

transportation alternative which is not totally dependent on

petroleum. Rather than giving up their accustomed mobility, the public
will accept such vehicles, even at the expense of reduced performance

and range: or for some reasonable cost premium. Therefore, the

availability of a mature electric and hybrid vehicle technology, at an

anticipated time of favorable market conditions, is in the national

interest in order to enable a timely response by automobile

manufacturers to public needs.

Flectrlc and hybrid vehicle technology is not qualified for mass

production. It is still quite primitive compared to its internal

combustion engine counterpart, which is understandable when the total

prio_ development activity is examined. Electric and hybrid vehicles

must evolve through several generations of vehicles with successively

higher performance capabilities ar,d lower costs. Internal combustion

engine vehicles enjoyed such an evolution over several decades with
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market forces stimulating improvement. Thls will not happen to the

electric and hybrid vehicle. The very existence of the highly refined

internal combustion en@,i_e-almost guarantees that the electric and

hybrid vehicle cannot compete for manufacturers' R&D funds or capita[

-- investment funds as long as the short-term liquid fuels outlook remains

broadly tolerable.

Thus, the electric and hybrid vehicle dilemma| There are no

current market forces to stimulate the needed technology improvement

program by the industry. When market forces become favorable for

electric and hybrid vehicles, years of technology development will be

necessary, in addition to the normal 4- to 6-yr product development

cycle heretofore required by our domestic industry. A clearly

necessary Federal role, therefore, is to maintain the continuity of

electric and hybrid vehicle evolution (bridging market fluctuations) to

the point where major automobile manufacturers could respond in a

favorable market.

An analysis of petroleum savings potential quickly results in the

conclusion that the passenger-car market is the only sensible target.

The petroleum consumed in commercial applications is insignificant by

contrast. That wisdom has prevailed in the Program since its inception

and is confirmed in the three DOE vehicle developments ETV-I, ETV-2 and

hybrid test vehicle, which are all passenger cars. Unfortunately, as

previously discussed, no viable passenger car market presently exists.

There does exist, however, a small but enthusiastic group which is

interested in purchasing and operating fleets of small commercial

vans. The so-called Electric Vehicle Development Corporation (EVDC) is

made up of representatives from General Telephone and Electronics, U.S.

Postal Service and several power companies across the nation. This

appears to be the only viable near-term market available in whicl, to

continue the evolution of electric vehicle technologies. '.%e fleet

structure is also better suited than private ownership, to hJndle the

vagaries of reliability, maintenance and safety which are weak_esses in

present battery technologies.

Any attempts to produce these vans on a marketable scale must

involve the established automotive community. Their participation may

not guarantee success hut their absence will surely guarantee failure.

This lesson was painfully learned in early Program attempts to create

and vitalize a new grass roots electric vehicle industry with

incentives. Such things as q._allty control, parts supply, repair and

other support services will be absolutely essential. Grass roots

competition can be successfully developed in the component supplier

industry for-'s_ch things as batteries, motors, controllers, etc.

Chassis development, integration, production and consumer services,

however, are best left to those cu:rently in the business.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is reasonable to assume that the primary goal for the DOE

Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Program will remain the reduction of

foreign petroleum dependence in the United States. It can further be

assumed that the preferred way of accomplishing this goal would

minimize adverse effects on personal mobility, freedom of choice, and a

free market system.

These assumptions imply that the continuation of the Electric and

Hybrid Vehicle Program should involve implementation of activities

which are focussed on technologies which will: (1) be acceptable to

the general public, (2) perform competitively with appropriate internal
combustion engine vehicle market segments, and (3) be manufacturable at

a competitive initial and life-cycle cost.

Clearly, if one csuld identify the technologies which meet these

requirements, the major continuing efforts needing DOE influence and

support would be easy to justify. However, past experience has taught

US that identifying these technologies is not only extremely difficult,

it is time-dependent. Further, the time-dependency is due to factors

both internal and external to electric and hybrid vehicle technology.

Consequently, it is vital for the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle

Program to continue even through periods where none of the alternatives

seem viable. In addition, there is a clear need for both short-range

(1985-1990) first level and long range (1990-2000) secon,_-level goals.

Both sets of goals should include hardware and nonhardware activities,

but the hardware activities should be distinctly different. The short

range hardware should have a high probability of success and be

development or application oriented. The long-range hardware should

have a high potential payoff and be research or more generically

oriented. The converse of these actlvlties, short range low success

probability and long-range low payoff potential must be avoided to

maintain a viable program perceived posltlvely by those outside the

electric and hybrid vehicle mainstream.

It is important, even crucial, that continuing electric and hybrid
vehicle activities make efficient use of lessons learned to date. Some

of those lessons were learned under less restricted conditions which

are not likely to be duplicated so they must not be "wasted". Perhaps

the most important of these le3sons is the necessity of using the

system approach to integrate studies, hardware development, and goal

setting activities.

A. SHORT-TERM RECO_94ENDATIONS (1985-1990)

This period appears critical for maintaining electric and hybrid

vehicle credibility since it is probable, barring a major military

conflict, that petroleum will become neither unavailable nor

excessively expensLve. However, if the momentum, is lost and the
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technology teams are disbanded it could be disastrous when the

inevitable fuel shortage does occur. Therefore, short-term

recommendations in the following areas are outlined below:

(I) Planning

(2) Coordination

(3) Evaluation

(4) Hardware support

(5) Analysis support

(6) Systems function support

i. Planning

Clearly, intelligent planning is, and has been, a part of the

electric and hybrid vehicle effort from the begi_ining. However, due to

the implications of several major efforts by JPL and others, it is
appropriate to:

(i) Revisit short-range goals. In the context of the

present plentiful fuel syndrome, greater emphasis

should be given in planning to the evaluation of

probability of success and to cost-risk-beneflt

tradeoffs. Primary short-range goals should now be

directed more towards gaining sophistication in

analysis testing and integrating activities. Priority

should be given to maintaining a positive image

through fostering of appropriate pzoJects.

(2) Redefine component performance goals. Especially in

the area of battery goals, system studies provide a

new perspective on desirable electric vehicle and

hybrid vehicle battery characteristics. In light of

early system studies for example, battery energy goals

based on C/3 discharge rates and power goals at 50%

DOD are clearly inadequate. These should be expanded

and redefined by DOE.

2. Coordination

One of the major problems of the early fragmented electcic and

hybrid vehi,:le activities was the coordination of various efforts.

This problem decreased markedly with tlme and is continuing to

decrease. However, there are three important areas where high level
coordination effort are still needed:

(i) Standardization
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(2) Joint ventures

(3) Meetings and semlnar8

a. Standardization

Standardization has already had a dramatic posl _ effeat on the

credibility of both analytical and experimental _I_c_Ac and hybrid

vehicle activities. For example, the acceptance of the SAE d227a

driving cycles provided the possibility of a consistent definition of

range. Similarly, it has been possible to establish comparable battery

performance specifications (albeit not yet adequate).

Additional near-term standardization efforts are needed in the

areas of:

(I) Cycle-orlented battery evaluation

(2) Definition of time-dependent cycles for various

missions
(3} Definition of common missions

• (4) Appropriate economic comparisons
(5) Data collecting and reporting format

(6) A method of quantifying probability of success

i (7) Commonly used technical terms

While there has been some progress in standardization, much of it

is de facto standardization, within certain groups, and not

consistently accepted across the electric and hybrid vehicle

community. DOE can play a vital role by fostering formal

_tandardizatlon procedures.

(i) Cycle-orlented battery evaluation. It is clear that

current goals and evaluation procedures are

inadequate. From a performance standpoint, the most

important question for a battery is how well it

performs in a system environment. More specifically,

how much useful energy can it deliver while meeting

tlme-dependent vehicle power requirements, including

self-discharge effects and including all ancillary

requirements for self-protection and unattended
nperatlon.

The evaluation_, both experimental and analytical

should therefore incorporate discl,arge patterns

rep3;esentative of those expected in typical

applications, Wh[le it is obvious that thes,,

discharge patterns cannot be as detailed or as
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inclusive as annual driving cycle�patterns, they can

be sufficlently representative for a good indication

of battery viability. DOE should actively work

towards ths establishment of the nsw battery'

evaluation standards,

(2) Definition of tlme-dependent cycles for various

missions using computer simulation. Recent computer

simulation work at JPL on 24-h cycles has used

portions of previously accepted driving cycles in

conjunction with "rest" times to make up the total

daily cycles. A number of dif_erent daily cycles have

been further combined to make the model annual driving

patterns. This technique appears to be quite workable

and has provided valuable insight, especially for a

.............. system with high self-dlscharge batteries or

significant heat loss.

This concept should be continued and expanded to

provide annual cycles for each mission which appears

of interest. Specifically, mission capabilities

similar to those considered in the advanced vehicle

study should be considered and standardized.

(3) Definition of common missions. The missions included

in the advanced vehicle study were:

(a) The 80-mi two-passenger commute vehicle

(b) The 100-mi, five-passenger electric vehicle

(c) The 150-mi, five-passenger electric vehicle

(d) The 250-mi, five-passenger electric vehicle

(e) The five-passenger hybrid vehicle

This group, along with a class I and a class II

electric van, wo.ld include a good representative

cross section of vehicle missions which fall within

the electric and hybrid vehicle potentialcapability.

However, since the reco_,endation is to standardize

these missions, including the detailed breakdown of

the driving cycle segments, a careful consideration

should be made by all segments of the prospective user

groups of the standard missions.

(4) Appropriate economic co_Ipartsons. There have been,

and will continue to be, major misunderstandings on

economic comparisons, unless standardtzatlons are

made. These problems are magnified when projections

are made for alternative technologies 10 yr, or even

20 yr, in the f_l_ure. Obviously no one can accurate!y

predict intelest rates or tnflatlon that far in the
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future. However, many electri_ and hybrid vehIc]e

researchers are forced t.o make assumpti_ns c_f that

tips (along with many _thers) since so much ¢_f the

electric and hybrid vehicle eff,]rt :iS directed t,*

future events. Also, the definitions of c_mm_n]y us,_d

terms such as "()EM cost" and the basis for dollar

values are often qult_ different wlth various ,|r_ups.

Since many technical decisions are based on economic

considerations, it is vital that everyl]ne is speak[rlg

the same economic lan_lage. The DOE should prepare

(or have prepared) a "white paper" on economic

comparison to distribute to all interested parties.

(5) Date collecting and reportin@ format. All too often a

great deal of time, effort, and money are used in

collecting data that has limited usefulness for any

other group. This is due to a combination of

incomplete and/or inaccurate collecting of data, and

incomplete or improper reporting of the results. To a

great extent this problem could be alleviated through

the standardxzation of at least a minimum set of

guidelines. This should not be done unilaterally, but

through a cor.sensus of the typical groups involved in

the activltie:_, The data summary notebooks prepared

by JPL and Argonne National Laboratory, and

coordinated by the Battery Test Task Force are

examples of how this issue could be addressed.

(6) A method of quantifying probability of success.

Although a few attempts have been made to put

technology projections into their proper perspective,

it still remains a major problem to compare

technologies in various stages of development. For

example, projections relating to cost and performance

of a well-established technology can be made with near

100% certainty. However, similar projections on a

brand new technology where the complete system has

never even been designed, much less thoroughly tested,

may have a near-zero certainty of being valid.

Intelligent choices, then, are not likely to be made.

An effort needs to be made to include in the technical

evaluations, a standardized measure of the probability

of success that technology can perform as claimed in

the time period promised, and the ecunomics projected
are realistic.

This is an elusive goal with no obvious solution.

However, the apparent success of using a battery

evaluation panel suggests the possibility of

semipermanent groups of experts to be Impaneled for

that purpose. A panel of this type could use an

accepted evaluation procedure in a consistent,

I
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stanclardLzat I on.

(7) Oommnnly used t.echntcal, terms. 'Pht_ m,t.f )m m_re c_ff _n
|ii(:f];lvenielrlc,_el hhd[ll /'1 8,_rl_)u8 pr,_hlem, lh)wever, it is

cme that ,_'oul.d Im dealt with and r.8_lved in a fairly

(lIIye_:tfnanner, A list c_f commonly used technical

t.arm8 (with p¢)tential.[y amblqllc)us meantn(is ) shuul.d l_e

prQp_tred. 'Phts list Flh_utd t_e e'i.g,:ulatad among

interested groups for their addtttons ar comments _nd

ultlmately published for distribution throughout the

electric and hybrid vehicle community.

b. Joint Development Ventures

It is clear that while the individual researcher and small company

can make important contributions to the electric and hybrid vehicle

technology, it is extremely important to encourage the involvement of

the potential manufacturers. This applies not only to the basic

vehicle manufactures, but also those of critical components such as

batteries, motors, controllers, etc.

One way of accomplishing this goal is through the use of Joint

development ventures. The nurturing and coordination becomes an

important activity which may well determine the success or failure of

the venture. All types of joint ventures should be explored if they

show promise of leading to an advancement in electric and hybrid

vehicle state-of-the-art. It should also be noted that involving the

manufacturing community will provide the additional benefit of causing

many previously ignored electric and hybrid vehicle development issues
to be addressed.

c. Meetings and Seminars

With decreased emphasis on R&D for electric and hybrid vehicle

related projects, there will be fewer publications and technical

meetings for communication among interested groups. Thus, it is more

important than ever to coordinate a "core" of meetings and seminars to

keep the information flowing.

With the departule of JPL, the meeting most likely to be lost is

the continuation of the Seminar series which was begun in December of

Ig80. _h_ second meeting was December 1983, and based on the response

and caliber of presentations, it should be held at least every 2 yr

beginning in 1985. In addition to the real-tlme exchange of

infor_,_tlon, the seminars result in a Ptoceedi_gs which contains the

most up-to-date material from the most significant projects.

. Evaluation

The follow!nq evaluatt_.o_ proce_!uz'es uee,l _,_ be _'ontinued and in

m_st cases, expanded:

"16
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- (1) Anal.ysls pracedures

(2) TNt_t; pr',._Mdnf.s

(3) Components in _ system .nvlr,mment

(4) Prop()ssd new te,:_hncJlo,Iy

(5) Pr,_babtllt:y (_f tm(_,::*.w_

a. ArJa[ysls Prooodure

Every analysis of real-world materials or events has limitations.

Ther_ are no perfect modols (although some come close) so the results

nbtalned through analysis are not perfect. The usefulness then, of an

analysis, depends to a great extent on the compromises made to, simpiify

the approach.

Some of the _ompromises made In the name of simplicity of:

expediency have been too extensive, thus making the results s_ispect.
And since the next generation of analyses should move to a hlc[her level

of sophistication, a means of evaluating the analysis procedu_'es should
be established.

There are two elements to be considered in analysis evalulatlons:

assumptions and mathematical techniques. Assumptions should be clearly

identified, even if they appear to be insignificant relative to the

results. Mathematical techniques also play an important role and must

be chosen carefully. For example, some curves may be approxlmated by

straight lines with little loss in generality in some cases, but if the

local slope of the curve is important it would be missed. Likewise

while a polynomial might appear to more nearly match a curve _lhape, it

might be totally wrong if an extrapolation is made to slightly outside

the original "fit" region.

The best way to review the analysis would be with a panel of 2 or

3 qualified people who specialize in analysis techniques.

b. Test Procedures

Whether by accident or design, a significant number of tests have

been remarkably undocumented (outside of results). Undoubt(,Jdly, most

of these test were accompanied 'by competent, carefully considered

p1._cedures. However, under these undocumented circumstances, the

results may carr_p with them an air of uncertainty. Furthermnre, the

documentation will be m_ch more me,|n!ngftl! if d,_cum_.nted in a manner
('.rms!ste,!" with slmllar wr*rk.

Consequ_>ntl_y, it |s not imreas_nabie to ask researchers to supply

sufficient crms[stent doc_!mer_tati,m with _xl)et[mentai work that the

: probes(lures (:an l)f_evahlaf,.,l. _f _'he lea:_t, this will provide a means

4_f _,()m,allnJ_aP|It,_an appr(,priate credib[llty with an exper:Im_nt:al

i
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c7. I',.up,_[lt:t_t H In ,i ,_t_| Itlfi ]'_.I|vi , i)l|mt,_llt

I';n_==nq|= ._xlmI llm,,,_ ]l;tfJ }ll:l_l| ,l,_]l},|*.r| ill ,_|_,,'t.r I,' ,=n,! hyt)ri,I w:tlt_:l.

a(:t',|vJtl.ft l:,) ,l_rn,_ntitr,_t,; th,lt ,t ,4,$,tmln¢|lg _lll['l.',.flelfll| r'iim|l(lllt_llt |U

I')ftr_[} Sptt_:t ¢tt_ll),ar] y Ilnl"llll_'iTe_l'iN_'tl| | ft _ ,%y_t*_m /nnv J lr(ililq_lit • _rhqtq l'octp.it)n

irl that wht_n dnrllgnln,], refit In,l, and ,_valuattn,j an Ls()lat,,| i._Lll,.|)()lIOlit,

t.hi_effe¢.'l_itl_ sy_tlsm [llt,_r4ct|r)ns alrlln1[flSlllq, i}ft.un th_je :Iyst_rn

L.ntera,:tl_)n._ play maj,'_z' r_)te:n in fzu,:h t.hingf_ as .ffi_'i,_n,:y, ._tabiLtty,

dur,_btltty, m_intatnahitt.ty, ntc.

The, refute, every, effort _hr)uld be made tm address sy=Jtem

interacciona early i.n the ,le,etopment pr,>cess. If this cannot be don_
e_erimentally, then the best system model_ should be used to make

ana].ytical evaluations.

d. Proposed New Technology

There have been and will continue to be ne_ technologies proposed

in connections with e!ectrlc and hybrid v_hicles. Some of these

proposals will have merit, others not, and it is often difficult to
tell whlnh is which.

3PL and other labs have played an important role in helping to

separate those ideas with merit from the others. This haa bean

possible, at least i_ part, due to the vast r_servoir of technical

expertise available to the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Project.

Since it will be necessary to continue this function, at the least

on an ad-hoc basis, DOE should identi_y the specific areas of expertise

likely needed and whether they can De supplied internally or if

e_ternal sources will be needed. Suggested areas include, but are not

limited to, electrochemistry, turbomachinery, pumps and compressors,

structures, electric machinery, electronics, microprocessors, internal

combustion engines, gear boxes and transmissions, vehicle dynamics, and

system engineering.

,l. Teuhnologg Development Support

Tllet'e are at least tWO classJficat{__llS O_ technology development

which m[gl_t be cons[deret_ for DOE support:

(I) Th,)se hi,jhly v[slble ,)utstde tile electrkc and hybrid

vehicle com_,unlty (e.g., a new vehicle)

(2) Those of !_ vislbil[ty outside tile electric and

hybr|(| v,_|_[_le _'r)mmullity (e.q0, a new e[ectEode
materla i )•

'I8
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Those highly visible carl do much toward generating positive

feelings about electric and hybrid vehicles if the demonstrations are

successful. They can do considerable damage, by generanlng negative

feelings, if the demonstrations are not successful.

The almost invisible technology developments are much more benign

and as such are subject to less pressure for successful
demonstrations. Thus, higher risk (with potentially higher-payoffs)

developments can and should be undertaken in this category, if they

support the success of relatively short range technology goals.

a. _ High Visibilit_ Projects

In the first category are several vehicle projects which seem to

have a 9ood probability of success_ both technically and from the

standpoint of enhancing the electric and hybrid vehicle image. They
are:

(1) The Ford ETX effort

(2) The EPRI/DOE van effort

(3) The Eaton van effort

While vans do not represent the best opportunity for con-erring

petroleum, they seem to be best suited for utilizing near-term

components. Specifically, vans have the volume and load capacity to

carry the available batteries needed foc reasonable range and

performance. Further, in a fleet situation, first indications are that
the economics can be fairly attractive. These ventures are clearly

important to positive electric and hybrid vehicle reactions and thus

should be supported accordingly.

b. Low Vislbility Projects

Among the developments falling into this classifications are:

(i) Battery

(2) Motor

(3) Inverter

(4) Controller

(5) Transmission (transaxle)

(6) Chargers/state of charge indicator

(7) Passenger comfort hardware

(8) Safety considerations
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This list is little different than a corresponding llst would have

..... been i0 yr ago. That is not to say that there has not been progress,

there has. And, the progress has been significant in every category,

even impressive in some. However, none of the items have been

developed to the point where improvement (either technical or economic)

would not significantly impro%_ the electric vehicle.

I} Battery. As would have. been the case l0 yr ago, the

battery need overshadows every other item on the list. Battery

improvements simply have not been nearly enough to make passenger

electric vehicles competitive with their internal combustion engine

counterparts. This is partly due to the massive improvements in the

internal combumtion engine vehicle in th_ last I0 yr, b,t also partly
due to _nadequate battery goals and inadequate attainment of those

goals.Both experimental work and system studies have shown the

importance of many other parameters having major significance in the

system environment such as time-dependent factors like heat loss and

self-discharge.

Knother important result from system studies is that the desirable

battery characteristics are clearly different for different electric

vehicle missions, and much different yet for hybrid vehicles.

Consequently, vehicle mission priorities should be established and

battery developments aimed at providing the most favorable
characteristics for those missions.

Therefore, for the short-term development support of batteries,

the following is recommendedz

(I) Use continually updated system studie= based on tl%e

latest battery information to establish desired

battery characteristics for several electric vehicle

and hybrid vehicle missions. The advanced vehicle

assessment results should be used until such time as

the need for updating with new information is

indicated. Establish priorities for these missions

based on potential petroleum displacement, and the

likelihood of obtaining an acceptable battery.

(2) Based on the mission priorities, establish realistic

battery performance goals (far beyond the classic
four).

(3) Investigate the feasibility of overcoming potential

show stoppers of an otherwise acceptable battery

couple. These issues may Inc£_de self-discharge,

short cycle life, poor performance at partial

discharge, low energy efficiency, high initial cost,

possible safer V problems, high maintenance

requirements, excessive 4olume requirements, etc.

(4) Encourage the development of any remaining

candidates. Note that the advanced vehicle assessment

8O
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provides the first generation of this support, but it

is assumed that new information will be generated as a

result of the _dvanced vehicle assessment input.

2) Motor. The biggest concern with electric and hybrid

vehicle motors continues to be weight and cost. From these standpoints

the AC motor seems to have a clear advantage over its DC counterpart.

Unfo_'tunately, the success of the AC motor for electric vehicle

applications is unmistakenly tied to the inverter needed to provide the

alternating current. Therefore it i8 recommended that the development

of the AC motor continue but be biased by the concurrent effort on an

acceptable inverter system.

It is also too early to determine the ultimate potential of some

of the more experimental motorL1 such as the variable reluctance motor.

These exploratory efforts should continue, especially while there is

still some questions about an acceptable AC motor-inverter system.

3) Inverter. The development of an acceptable inverter

has already been mentioned as crucial to the AC motor. At the present

time, however, the inverter seems to be within reach, primarily based

on three separate efforts: General Electric/Ford, the Eaton AC-3 work,

and the JPL 40-kW inverter. While none of these is necessarily the

final answer, the _ton inverter has been constructed and has had

appreciable experimental evaluation and the General Electric/Ford

system will soon undergo evaluation. The JPL inverter, on the other
hand, appears to have some very attractive features but has had very

little experimental verification. All of these development efforts

should continue until the final potential is more clear. Unresolved

problems include combinations of weight, cost, stability, and

efficiency although they do not appear insurmountable.

4) Controller. This item is becoming less of a concern

as industry experience ana capability witAl microprocessors grows. In

addition to rapidly increasing usage, there is a corresponding decrease
in cost and size of the required electronic hardware. Thus, while the

controller is not a trivial problem, neither is it the major concern

presented by the battery or inverter.

Again, presupposing a successful inverter development, a

significant portion of controller development effort should be directed

towards AC subsystems. In addition, with regard to hybrid systems, the

whole issue of energy management is still in very early stages, and has

thus far been based on the assumption that the controller could supply

whatever functions are necessary. This clearly needs to be verified

with hardware and software designs.

5) Transmissions. Even though there are thousands of

transmissions and transaxles available, few if any, seem particularly

well _uited for electric and hybrid vehicle use. This is not really

very surprising considering the difference In speed-torque

characteristics and peak powe£ requirements for electric and hybrid

vehicles versus internal combustion engine vehicles. Consequently,
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there is still a strong need for transmissions (or transaxles) with the

proper characteristics.

Probably the beat choice from a performance (not coot) standpoint

is a high-efflciency continuously variable transmission. However,

several studies including those by Eaton have indicated that a

lightweight, high-efflciency two-speed gearbox can be very effectlvet
a high-efflclency continuously varlable transmission is also quite

elusive. Due to the torque-speed characteristics of the typical drive

motor, the electric vehicle gearbox should be capable of running

continuously and efficiently in any gear. Further, even though it is

clearly desirable to have an automatic shift, it has also become clear

that a manual override of some type is needed. This latter function

would certainly have to be compatible with protection of the machinery,

but apparently could be fairly easily accomplished though the

microcomputer functions and software which will already be integratod

in the system.

6) Charger/state-of-charge indicator. Especially where

comnercial applications are envisioned, it is essential to have a

reliable state-of-change indicator and a reliable efficient means of

recharging the battery daily. It is not clear that an onboard charger

is critical for coalnercial applications, but it apparently is a

necessity for private noncommercial use.

Therefore, since the most immediate application (which might

result in a volume production) is the electric van, the highest

short-range priorities should be_

(i) Reliable state-of-charge indicator. Note this will

likely be battery dependent and as such should be tied

to batteries selected for further development.

(2) Reliable, efficient offboard charger (or onboard if

the projected characteristics would allow).

7) Passenger comfort hardware. Again the priorities for
short-term development should probably be directed towards the

commercial van application. Thus the following are expected to be the

most important itemsz

(i) Heater and defroster

(2) Power brakes

(3) Power steering

Technically these items are simpler and require less power than

air cond[tlonlng° However, air conditioning is near the top of the
priority llst for noncommercial applications and as such should be

continued if resources permit.

The heater and defroster represent the lower end of the concern

scale, not because they are not important but because off-the-shelf
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hardware is essentially available. Power brakes and power steering are

virtually necessities, since for the van and most car applications,
"base" vehicles will come equipped wit]] both power accessories and the

electric vehicle conversion will definitely increase the operating

gross weight.

8) Safety considerations. WhAle almost all electric and

hybrid vehicle work to date has addressed safety issues to some extent,
there has been little in the way of an organized effort. Since many

new concepts An batteries and drive systems are being pursued, a safety

program should be initiated. Certain questions should be posed and

reasonable answers should be expected with regard to every technology.
It seems possible that several of the technologies now being considered

will be eliminated, at least for certain applications, when the safety

issues are really pressed. DOE should pursue these safety

considerations actively.

5. Analysis and Simulation Support

There has been a trend of increasing sophistication in analyses

and simulation which needs to be continued. Partially, this trend has

come about as a result of vastly improved and more accessible computer

facilities, and partly because many earlier results were simply shown

t¢, be ir _alid. There are three areas where it ks especially important

to continue improving analysis c_pabilitiest

(i) System assessments

(2) Battery and component models

(3) Vehicle use models

a. System Assessments

No single activity has done as much to put technologies in

perspective as the system assessments. In addition to showing the
overall effects of inherent strengths and weaknesses, _hs system

assessments showed the importance of optimization. Optimization in

this sense means that the technologies are optimized for the

a_plication as opposed to a vehicle. Application includes use (e.g.
taxi orally car), environment (unprotected in Chicago vs garaged in

_ Miami), load factors (one or two persons vs carpool), etc.

The interrelationships between subsystem and system optimization

are clearly evident with system studies. Energy management concepts
and subtle differences in component arrangements make significant

differences in energy efficiency and life cycle costs.

One could conclude that the important system assessment work has

really only begun. This is especially true for hybrids and advanced

vehicles. The first generation of these studies initially used rather
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rigid and very limited envelopes of battery and component

capabilities. Those studies showed glaring deficiencies which would

have made many of the technologies totally noncompetitive, The

technology researchers reacted by expanding the envelopes and

emphasizing the flexlbillties of the various technologies,

Even though some results have been obtained taking into accounti

i the larger envelopes, much remains to be done in this area. For
i example, no attempts ha-_been made to optimize energy managements,

choice of technology, and component performance simultaneously. It is

very important that this work continue so as to provide direction for

continued developments. The present JPL/University of Florida efforts

to develop a slmulation/optlmization code is a move in this direction.

:[ b. Battery and Component Models

As a group, battery and other component models are in rather sad

shape. Since system assessments have shown the importance of
accurately portraying component capabilities, this is rapidly being

recognized as a major problem area.

For example, none of the commonly used battery models include the

effects of aging, environmental factors (such as ambient temperature),

depth of discharge or level of recharge, the time digtrlbution of

"rest" periods, maximum discharge rates, etc. While many of these

factors and others could be considered "second 6rder_ effects, they are

not negligible and there is no reason to ignore them. The availability

of computers and elegant software to assist the researcher makes it

unreasonable not to update and improve the various models. Other

examples where models are needed are drivetrain dynamics (to help

isolate the cause and cures of AC subsystem low-speed instabilities),

the time-dependent behavior of flow systems and batteries with

significant self-discharge, realistic behavior of clutches, behavior of

power steering and brakes, alr-conditioning subsystems, and many others.

This is critical if simulation is ever to go to the next level of

sophistication, therefore, it might be an appropriate theme of a
near-term national seminar (similar to the JPL 1980 and 1983

seminars). Everyone would benefit from the dissemination of such

information and it would clearly show where priorities exist for

improving modeling capabilities.

c. Vehicle Use Models

Use models are needed for each type of vehicle application where

there is a potential for displacing significant quantities of

petroleum. This would include the company cat use, commuter car, and

both single and dual car family use. In addition, taxis, postal

service vans, nonpursuit police cars, utility vans, and various

delivery vans should be considered. Use patterns in this context mean

far more than driving cycles. It would include other important factors

such as chronological d_stributions of driving cycles, rest periods,
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periods available for recharge, facilities available, environmental

factors, typical load factors, and _ther factors deemed important.
This concept, while very important in internal co_)ustion engine

vehicle applications is paramr,unt for electric and hybrid vehicles.

Put simply, if the final capabilities of the vehicle are inadequate for

the final vehicle use, the vehicle will be viewed in a very negative

sense. On the other hand, if the design goals are for capabilities

beyond those required for the end use, either the vehicle will be

excessively heavy and/or expensive, or it will never be built because

of being beyond the range of the technology.

Undoubtedly much of the information needed for these models is

available. Other parts would have to be estimated or obtained from

some type of inquiry. Even so, it is evident that there is a far

better chance of having an acceptable electric or hybrid vehicle if it

has a bit of "real world" built into it. This can only be done through

judicious modeling, or, an extensive period of "cut and try". The "cut

and try" approach no_ only seems unworkable, it seems to be the most

direct route to the total demise of electric and hybrid vehicles. DOE

should actively pursue the development of a complete set of vehicle use

patterns for the range of vehicles of interest.

6. System Function Support

The previous five recommendation categories are not independent of

each other and must not be considered as such. Therefore, this last

recommendation category is presented primarily as a means of connecting

in a coherent manner all of the simultaneous activities. The system

function is simultaneously the glue that holds everything together, the

pattern which gives the individual threads direction and meaning, the

rejuvenator for replacing tired ideas, and the interpreter for giving

meaning to abstract and seemingly unrelated inputs. The system

function is always present when goal-setting, planning, and development

activities are occurring within a single identifiable group activity.

However, unless this function is formally instituted and receives

appropriate attention, the results will be compromised. The point is

that this is an extremely important function in maximizing the worth of

the output from all efforts. Yet at the same time it is less tangible

and, as such, often conveys a lower sense of priority than other
_ctivlties.

a. Integration

The system integration effort should not be confused with

coordination. Integration in the system sense means establishing a

rational connection among planning, goa].-setting, and development

activities. The alternative to proper integration is a set ()f more or

less autonomous efforts which ma_, or may not be additive in the

accomplishment of s_me common goal.

Integratlr)r, _s n(_t easy s|_e many R&D qroups prefer the more or

less alltfJn,)m,)usact lv!ty c,)w,(:ev,tratlng on their subset goals which they

perceive (usually) to be compatible wit], and necessary to program
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goals. Unfortl, nately, this approach strongly ties program

accomplishment to the perception of In_[vlduals well removed from the

program.

ThL,s the need for a program system integration function is clear.

What is not clear is the most effective way for DOE to implement it.

The alternatives arez (i) totally within DOE, (2) within DOE with

outside assistance, or (3) outside _)E with continuous input to DOE.

The choice of implementation alternatives will depend on several

factors including budget and/or manpower restrictions, political

considerations, and the avdilability of suitable system-orlented people.

b. Feedback

The feedback function is of course not truly separable from the

_ntegration function _ust described. However, several recent
a,-tlvlties have served to demonstrate the necessity of an active

feeaback loop connecting development to planning, goal setting and

other portions of the program. Without the feedback loop, at l_ast two
undesirable events can occur:

(1) The developers acquire myopia and do not consider the

possibility that their goals are inappropriate or

incomplete.

(2) The users of a developing technology acquire an

unwillingness to interfere and do not press thedevelopers for more flexibility.

The consequences of these two events are that both program and

teuhnology fall short and are viewed in a more negative light.

_i Consequently, DOE needs to be constantly seeking feedback at all levelsand feeding it into the integration function. Only in this way, with

all important functions integrated and tied together with appropriate

feedback loops (e.g., refer to Figure I0), will the progress of the
effort be maximized.

B. _ONG-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS (1990-2000)

Obviously, the uncertainties of the short range (1985-1990) are

magnified when considering the longer range course of action. However,

of the many pc _ ibillties, the answer to these two major questions will

dictate the future projections:

(I) Is the Electric a, Hybrid Vehicle Program still
viable in 19907

(2) Is petr,_leum still relatively abundant at a reasonable

price?

i_ Only if the answer to both is yes will long-term rec<m_mendations

be meaningful. Even under those circumstances, there will be biases,

_nknown at present, dwie tr} successes and faJh, res, budget 4n(J manpower
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l. iw, lt_ti_ms, i,(Jlitica] ,tnd oco1_rm, lr" f_J,:'i:,,1;i, ol-r_ whic.h w|11 di.v,_v:tly

aff_pt proqr,lm d,_et,qtnnn. II_wr,.w,r n it: in po;mtb]o, t:o pr_tjeet two _r,_a._
of genr;ra] tzatl.nn w)lt_.l_, lrmq-ranqn r,_.common,l,_tlonn ,tw: ,q_propriat ,_:

(1) 'Ph_ dew_lol_ment of a critical b,l,_o for a

self-sustainlng technology

" (2) 'Phe nurturing of appropriate htgh-r[_k t_chnologies

This does not mean to imply that all of the ,hort-t_rm acttvlttes

will cease. Clearly they wl]l continue, but they will be subject to an

updated set of short term ,-ecom_endations in about 1990. The tong

range recommendations, however, refer to activities that are already
underway (to some extent) and should be continued and modified as

appropriate to bear fruit in the 1990-2000 time period.

i. The Development of a Critical Base for A Self-Sustaining Technology

The electric and hybrid vehicle community at present (and most

likely through the short range period) is fragmented and in a somewhat

precarious position. This is due to the lack of a competitive market

for their electric and hybrid vehlcle-related products and/or

services. In other words, they are not associated with a

self-sustaining technology.

The desired methods for the technology to become self-sustaining

is through a combination of market "pull" and technology "push". To a

great extent the "pull" is associated with a lack of petroleum

availability and/or a high price. But this recommendation precludes

the influence of scarce petroleum. The push, on the other hand, is

largely associated with the ability to offer an electric or hybrid

vehicle which is attractive to buyers without scarce petroleum.

Unfortunately, developing the technical base for the "push" is very

expensive and time-consuming.

The challenge, then, is to massage the electric and hybrid vehicle

community and their individual activities to the point where even

without the type of pull and push referred to, their progress will be

self-sustalning. The most likely way of accomplishing this formidable

task is to find applications for the technologies outside electric and

hybrid _ehicles, and conversely to look for electric and hybrid vehicle

adaptations of otherwise developing technologies.

Examples of electric vehicle technologies which already appear to

be approaching the sulf-sustaining state are the AC Inverter/controller

and bipolar lead/acld batteries. There are others which could reach
this state with a combination of technical successes and moderate

support from DOE. Examples are high-efficiency continuously variable
transmission, improved electric motors (both DC and AC), low-power

environmental c,mtrol suhsystpms, arld impr(_ved ,:harger/state of char(|e

in,|caters. Equally important, but more difficult for which to find

co-support, are ,_ther batte, y couples and nonconventional power sources.

H!
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Clearly, sJ.nce a _,:].f-_u_ttai._lr_,t technr_l__,j7 i_ h|qhl7 d.sLrnhl._.

D_ _hnul.d pr_virl_ m,pport t_, tho_e whl.ch co_tl.d combine to form a
t._,_hntcal ba_e f,)r flltur_ ,_/ect:r lc ,_nd hyhrtd voi_lcle tiupport, and have

t_l,_ promL_e of becoming _elf-sust:atnlng In th:i_ time p,_rtod. Amcmq
those with Ill.oh support prlorl.tg are:

(1) Improved c:ontlnuously variable transmission

(2) Improved dri_,e motors

(3) High efflcienc7 envlronmental contr_l

(4) Improved charger�state-of-charge indicators

(5) Promising battery couples (for both electric and

hybrid vehicle and other applications)

2. The Nurturing of Appropriate Nigh-Risk Technologies

Into this category fall those technologies which offer high

potential payoffs for electric and hybrid vehicles (if successful), but

have relatively low probability of success and few apparent

applications outside electric and hybrid vehicles. These technologies

have the common characteristics of being long-range, expensive, and

high risk. They are unlikely to find appreciable support outside DOE

and thus will probably compete enthusiastically for DOE funding.

Without a doubt, some of these infant technologies should receive

long-term support from DOE. However, it is just as certain that not

all which desire support can (or should) receive it. Unless resources

are urllmited (highly unlikely), then attempting to support too many

high risk activities will dilute each effort to the point that it might

be meaningless.

Therefore, the main query for DOE is to determine what are

"appropriate" high-risk technologies and how to prioritize them. Part
of the answer lies in results of stadies like the advanced vehicle

assessment since that represents au effective method making of

intelligent comparisons. That this is only part of the answer is due

to the fact that even carefully conducted studies like the advanced

vehicle assessment are limited by the scarcity of input data. Since

the technologies are in their infancy, many of the performan._e

parameters and possibly most of the economic parameters are based on

speculation. And all s_eculations are not created equal. The advanced
vehicle assessment also showed that while this is the correct approach,

one study is not sufficient. It was found that apparent glaring

deficiencies _n various technologies could be overcome with relatively

minor design change, and that appa[ent "winners" had major problems

previously unn_,ticed. Thus, the advanced vehicle assessment study

needs to be "updated" per[,)dicallM as new Information is made

available, and conversely the results of the studies need to be used tn

"Impr_ve" the tech_r_!ngles. Note that perhaps it is also t!m_ t_

rec_ns!r]er tile ass,/med missions r:,ftile at!vented vehicles, baser] _I a

H8
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more r_.alk_tic _pprai_tat of t|l_ t=apahilttia_ t-_f all-alectri_a and

hybrldH. Whil._ th. minnionn _,uat ha compet, tt, iv_ with a a_,.nt ,_f
int_r_rl/_.P__ualJ_ol_ engine appl.i_dittonfl, t|l_y muat al_o be realistic

from a dalltqn atandpoint.

In mummery, DOg., ahould aupport, (at a level compatible with

available reaour¢-'a_ hut at)ova a "r:ritit_al." law, l), tma ,Jr more
high-rlsk, potentially high-payoff technologiaa whIt_h would otherwise

fold, The technologios to be supported sho_lld he compared with

altertlatIva technologies ftonl both a performance anti econt_miu

standpoint using periodically updated system assessment s_udial aJ
guidc_.

i
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